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 The fi rst edition of  Human Genetics, Problems and Approaches , was published in 
1970 by human geneticists Friedrich Vogel and Arno Motulsky as sole authors. The 
aim was broad coverage and in-depth analysis of both medical and human genetics 
with an emphasis on problems and approaches with occasional historical com-
ments. This point of view was fully explained in an introductory chapter of the three 
previous editions (1970, 1976, 1997). The book acquired an excellent reputation as 
an advanced text of human genetics and has been translated into Italian, Japanese, 
Russian, Chinese, and Portuguese. Our general aims for the fourth edition remain 
similar and together with novel developments are now set out in the Introduction of 
this new fourth edition. 

 Around 2004/2005, both Friedrich Vogel and Arno Motulsky, as well as the 
publishers, felt that the book should be continued with a new fourth edition in the 
same spirit and coverage as earlier editions, but should now include additional 
expert authors. After some delay and the death of Friedrich Vogel in the summer 
of 2006, a new editorial team consisting of Michael R. Speicher of the Medical 
University of Graz, Austria, Stylianos E. Antonarakis of the University of Geneva 
Medical School, and Arno G. Motulsky of the University of Washington School 
of Medicine, was constituted for the fourth edition of the Vogel/Motulsky book in 
the spirit of the original work. 

 An outline of the fourth edition’s contents was developed and various 
internationally known geneticists, including the new editors, were selected to write 
the individual chapters. The resultant titles are listed in the table of contents. Most 
chapters are entirely new, while only three chapters (1, 5, and 6   ) utilize the third 
edition with appropriate, up-to-date revisions. Entirely new chapters include the 
description of the human genome, epigenetics, pharmacogenetics, genetic 
epidemiology, human evolution, genetics of mental retardation, autism, alcoholism 
and other addictions, consanguinity and related matters, gene therapy, cloning and 
genetic aspects of global health. Multiple chapters of various animal models used 
in the study of human and medical genetics are novel as are Databases and Genome 
Browsers as well as Databases Used in Human and Medical Genetics. The fi nal 
content of the book was the result of many e-mails and conference calls. This new, 
updated, and totally revised edition does not contain some important and 
historically interesting chapters on certain topics. These can be found  in the third 
edition of the book published in 1997, which was exclusively authored by F. Vogel 
and A.G. Motulsky. These topics  were: enzymes in Chap. 7 (pp. 258–299); mutation 
rates in Chap. 9 (pp. 393–413); and mutation induction by ionizing radiation and 
chemicals in Chap. 11 (pp. 457–493). 

  Preface 
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 The staff of Springer was most helpful in giving us extensive and fi rm aid in 
getting the book fi nished. We thank particularly Doris M. Binzenhöfer-Walker for 
her work during the early stage of the project and Isabella Athanassiou for her 
effi cient help later. Andrea Pillman was a strict task mistress, who encouraged us 
to fi nish the book expeditiously. 

 The editors of the fourth edition want to express their intellectual indebtedness 
to Friedrich Vogel for having conceived of and played a major role in the fi rst 
three editions of this book. Arno Motulsky particularly misses his discussions 
with Friedrich on human genetics and its role in science and medicine. 

 The cover illustration portrays a marble statue of Asclepius, the Greek god of 
healing, grasping a serpent-encircled staff as a symbol of medicine. The double 
helix of DNA joined to Asclepius symbolizes the applications of basic genetics 
to medicine. 

 4th edition   Michael R. Speicher, Graz 
 June 28, 2009   Stylianos E. Antonarakis, Geneva 
  Arno G. Motulsky, Seattle  
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Human genetics provides a theoretical framework for understanding the biology of 
the human species. It is a rapidly growing branch of science. New insights into the 
biochemical basis of heredity and the development of human cytogenetics in the 
1950s heightened interest in this fi eld. The number of research workers and clini-
cians who defi ne themselves as full-time or part-time human and medical geneti-
cists has increased sharply, and detailed well-founded knowledge has augmented 
exponentially. Many scientists and physicians are confronted with genetic prob-
lems and use concepts and methodology of human genetics in research and diagno-
sis. Methods developed in many different fi elds of the biologic, chemical, medical, 
and statistical sciences are being utilized toward the solution of genetic problems. 
The increasing number and sophistication of well-defi ned and elegantly solved 
problems helps to refi ne an extensive framework of genetic theory. These new con-
ceptual insights in their turn lead to solutions of new questions. To mention only 
one example, the structure of hemoglobin genes has been elucidated using methods 
derived from protein chemistry and DNA technology. It is an exciting experience to 
participate in these developments!

Moreover, scientifi c progress in genetics has practical implications for human 
well-being. Improved knowledge of the genetic cause of an increasing number of 
human diseases helps to refi ne diagnosis, to fi nd new therapeutic approaches, and 
above all, to prevent genetic diseases. So far, human genetics has had less of an 
impact on the behavioral and social sciences. It is possible that genetic differences 
involved in shaping personality structure, cognitive faculties, and possibly human 
social behavior may be at least as important as genetic variation affecting health 
and disease. The data, however, are less clear and more controversial. These prob-
lems are discussed in detail in the text. The rapid progress of human genetics in 
recent decades has attracted – and is still attracting – an increasing number of stu-
dents and scientists from other fi elds. Various elementary textbooks, more advanced 
monographs of various branches of the fi eld, and the original journal literature are 
the usual sources of introduction to human genetics. What seems to be lacking, 
however, is a fairly thorough and up-to-date treatise on the conceptual basis of the 
entire fi eld of human genetics and its practical applications. Often, the absence of a 
broadly based background in the fi eld leads to misunderstanding of its scope, 
unclear goals for research, improper selection of methods, and imbalanced theoreti-
cal discussions. Human genetics is based on a powerful theory, but this implicit 
conceptual foundation should be made explicit. This goal is the purpose of this 
book. It certainly is a formidable and possibly even too audacious task for two sole 
authors. However, both of us have been active in the fi eld for more than 25 years. 

Preface to the First Edition



x Preface to the First Edition

We have worked on various problems and with a variety of methods. Since the early 
years of our careers, we have met occasionally, followed each other’s writings, and 
were often surprised by the similarity of our opinions and judgments despite quite 
different early medical and scientifi c backgrounds. Moreover, our knowledge of the 
literature turned out to be in part overlapping and in part complementary. Since we 
are working in different continents, AGM had a better knowledge of concepts and 
results in the USA, while FV knew more of the continental European literature. 
Moreover, both of us have extensive experience as editors of journals in human 
genetics and one (FV) published a fairly comprehensive textbook in Germany some 
time ago (Lehrbuch der allgemeinen Humangenetik, Springer 1961), parts of which 
were still useful for the new book. We fi nally decided to take the risk, and, by writ-
ing an “advanced” text, to expose our defi ciencies of knowledge, shortcomings of 
understanding, and biases of judgment.

A text endeavoring to expose the conceptual framework of human genetics can-
not be dogmatic and has to be critical. Moreover, we could not confi ne ourselves to 
hard facts and well-proved statements. The cloud of conjectures and hypotheses 
surrounding a rapidly growing science had to be depicted. By doing so, we face the 
risk of being disproved by further results.

A number of colleagues helped by reading parts of the manuscript on which they 
had expert knowledge and by making useful suggestions: W. Buselmaier, U. Ehling, 
G. Flatz, W. Fuhrmann, S. Gartler, Eloise Giblett, P. Propping, Laureen Resnick, 
and Traute M. Schroeder. They should not be held responsible for possible errors. 
J. Krüger was of supreme help in the statistical parts. Our secretaries, Mrs. Adelheid 
Fengler and Mrs. Gabriele Bauer in Heidelberg, Mrs. Sylvia Waggoner in Seattle, 
and Mrs. Helena Smith in Stanford gave invaluable aid. The fi gures were drawn by 
Edda Schalt and Marianne Lebküchner. Miriam Gallaher and Susan Peters did an 
expert job of copy editing. The authors are especially grateful to Dr. Heinz Götze 
and Dr. Konrad F. Springer, of Springer Publishing Company, for the excellent pro-
duction. The work could not have been achieved had the two authors not been 
invited to stay at the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences at 
Stanford (California) for the academic year of 1976/1977. The grant for AGM was 
kindly provided by the Kaiser Family Foundation, while the Spencer Foundation 
donated the grant for FV.

The cover of this book shows the mythical fi rst human couple, Adam and Eve, as 
imagined by Albrecht Dürer (1504). They present themselves in the full beauty of 
their bodies, ennobled by the genius and skill of a great artist. The drawing should 
remind us of the uniqueness and dignity of the human individual. Human genetics 
can help us to understand humanity better and to make human life happier. This sci-
ence is a cardinal example of Alexander Pope’s statement. “The proper study of 
mankind is man.”

Spring 1979 Friedrich Vogel, Heidelberg
Arno G. Motulsky, Seattle
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             Human Genetics as Fundamental 
and Applied Science 

 Human genetics is both a fundamental and an applied sci-
ence. As a fundamental science, it is part of genetics – the 
branch of science that examines the laws of storage, trans-
mission, and realization of information for development 
and function of living organisms. Within this framework, 
human genetics concerns itself with the most interesting 
organism – the human being. This concern with our own 
species makes us scrutinize scientifi c results in human 
genetics not only for their theoretical signifi cance but also 
for their practical value for human welfare. Thus, human 
genetics is also an applied science. Its value for human 
welfare is bound to have repercussions for theoretical 
research as well, since it infl uences the selection of 
problems by human geneticists, their training, and the 
fi nancing of their research. Because of its continued 
theoretical and practical interest, human genetics offers 
fascination and human fulfi llment unparalleled by 
work in fi elds that are either primarily theoretical or 
entirely practical in subject matter.  

  Science of Genetics 

 Genetics is based on a powerful and penetrating theory. 
The profundity of a theory depends on the depth of the 
problems that it sets out to solve and can be character-
ized by three attributes: the occurrence of high-level 
constructs, the presence of a mechanism, and high 
explanatory power  [1] . In genetics, the high-level 
“construct” is the gene as a unit of storage, transmis-
sion, and realization of information. Since the redis-
covery of Mendel’s laws in 1900, genetic mechanisms 

have been worked out step by step to the molecular level 
– deciphering of the genetic code, analysis of transcrip-
tion and translation, the function of gene-determined 
proteins, the fi ne structure of the genetic material, and 
DNA sequences outside of genes. The problems of reg-
ulation of gene activity in the development and function 
of organisms are currently a principal goal of funda-
mental research. So far, the explanatory power of the 
theory has not nearly been exhausted.  

  How Does a Science Develop? 

 Kuhn (1962)  [10]  described the historical development 
of a science as follows: In the early, protoscientifi c 
stage, there is substantial competition among various 
attempts at theoretical foundation and empirical verifi -
cation. Basic observations suggest a set of problems 
that, however, is not yet visualized clearly. Then, one 
“paradigm” unifi es a group within the scientifi c com-
munity in the pursuit of a common goal, at the same 
time bringing into sharper focus one or a few aspects 
of the problem fi eld, and suggesting a way for their 
solution. If the paradigm turns out to be successful, it 
is accepted by an increasing part of the scientifi c com-
munity, which now works under its guidance, explor-
ing its possibilities, extending its range of application, 
and developing it into a scientifi c theory. 

 This concept of a paradigm has three main 
connotations:

    1.    It points to a piece of scientifi c work that serves as 
an “exemplar,” suggesting ways in which a certain 
problem should be approached.  

    2.    It delimits a group of scientists who try to explore 
this approach, expand its applicability, deepen its 
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theoretical basis by exploration of basic mecha-
nisms, and enhance its explanatory power.  

    3.    Finally, while an elaborate theory must not – and, in 
most cases, does not – exist when a paradigm is initi-
ated, its germ is already there, and a successful para-
digm culminates in the elaboration of this theory.     

 This process of developing a science within the 
framework of a paradigm has been described by Kuhn 
as “normal science.” The basic theory is taken increas-
ingly for granted. It would be sterile at this stage to 
doubt and reexamine its very cornerstones; instead, it 
is applied to a variety of problems, expanded in a way 
that is comparable to puzzle solving. From time to 
time, however, results occur that, at fi rst glance, defy 
explanation. First, this leads to attempts at accommo-
dating such results within the theoretical framework 
by additional ad hoc hypotheses. These attempts are 
often successful; sometimes, however, they fail. If in 
such a situation an alternative paradigm is brought for-
ward that explains most of the phenomena accounted 
for by the old theory as well as the new, hitherto unex-
plained phenomena, a scientifi c “revolution” may 
occur. The new paradigm gains support from an 
increasing majority of the scientifi c community, it soon 
develops into a new – more explanatory – theory, and 
the process of normal science begins anew. 

 This portrayal of scientifi c development has been 
criticized by some philosophers of science  [11] . The 
concept of “normal” science as outlined above does not 
appeal to some theorists. Working within the framework 
of a given set of concepts has been denounced as dull, 
boring, and in any case not as science should be. 
According to these philosophers, scientists ought to live 
in a state of permanent revolution, constantly question-
ing the basic foundations of their fi eld, always eager to 
put them to critical tests and, if possible, to refute them 
 [15–  18] . Many scientists actively involved in research, 
on the other hand, have readily accepted Kuhn’s view; 
he has apparently helped them to recognize some impor-
tant aspects in the development of their own fi elds.  

  Central Theory of Genetics Looked 
at as a Paradigm 

 While Kuhn’s concepts were developed on the basis of 
the history of the physical sciences, his description well 
fi ts the development of genetics. Up to the second half of 
the nineteenth century, the phenomena of heredity eluded 

analysis. Obviously, children were sometimes – but by no 
means always – similar to their parents; some diseases 
were shown to run in families; it was possible to improve 
crops and domestic animals by selective breeding. Even 
low-level laws were discovered, for example Nasse’s law 
that hemophilia affects only boys but is transmitted by 
their mothers and sisters (Chap. 5, Sect. 5.1.4). However, 
a convincing overall theory was missing, and attempts at 
developing such at theory were unsuccessful. In this situ-
ation, Mendel, in his work  Versuche über Pfl anzenhybriden  
(1865)  [12]  fi rst improved a procedure; he complemented 
the breeding experiment by counting the offspring. He 
then interpreted the results in terms of the random combi-
nation of basic units; by assuming these basic units, he 
founded the gene concept – the nuclear concept underly-
ing genetic theory (Chap. 1, Sect. 1.4). 

 Since the rediscovery of his work in 1900, Mendel’s 
insight has served as a paradigm in all three connota-
tions: it provided an exemplar as to how breeding 
experiments should be designed and evaluated, it 
resulted in the establishment of a scientifi c community 
of geneticists, and it led to the development of a deep 
and fertile scientifi c theory. A special problem that has 
not been answered satisfactorily, in our opinion, con-
cerns the question of why acceptance of Mendel’s 
paradigm had to wait for as long as 35 years after these 
experiments were published. It would be too simplistic 
to blame academic arrogance and shortsightedness of 
contemporary biologists who did not want to accept 
the work of a “nonacademic” outsider, even if this fac-
tor may indeed have been one of the components for 
this neglect. We believe rather that the many new bio-
logical discoveries in the 35 years following Mendel’s 
discovery were of such a revolutionary nature as to 
qualify as a scientifi c crisis in the Kuhnian sense and 
therefore required a completely new approach. 

 Soon after the rediscovery of Mendel’s laws in 
1900, however, an initially small, but quickly growing 
group of scientists gathered who developed genetics in 
an interplay between theory and experiment and 
launched the major scientifi c revolution of the twenti-
eth century in the fi eld of biology.  

  Human Genetics and the Genetic 
Revolution 

 Meanwhile, the biological revolution of the nineteenth 
century – evolutionary theory – had been accepted by 
the scientifi c community. One major consequence was 
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the realization that human beings had evolved from 
other, more “primitive” primates, that humans are part 
of the animal kingdom, and that the laws of heredity 
which had been found to apply for all other living beings 
are also valid for our species. Hence, Mendel’s laws 
were soon applied to traits that were found in human 
pedigrees – primarily hereditary anomalies and diseases. 
Analyzing the mode of inheritance of alkaptonuria – a 
recessive disease – Garrod (1902)  [5]  clearly recognized 
the cardinal principle of gene action: genetic factors 
specify chemical reactions (Chap. 1, Sect. 1.5). This 
insight also required 30 years before being incorporated 
into the body of “normal” science. 

 Elucidation of inheritance in humans did not begin 
with Mendel’s paradigm. Many relevant observations 
had been reported before, especially on various dis-
eases. Moreover, another paradigm had been founded 
by F. Galton in his work on  Hereditary Talent and 
Character  (1865)  [6]  and in later works: to derive con-
clusions as to inheritance of certain traits such as high 
performance, intelligence, and stature, one should 
measure these traits as accurately as possible and then 
compare the measurements between individuals of 
known degree of relationship (for example, parents 
and children, sibs, or twins) using statistical methods. 
This approach did not contain the potential for eluci-
dating the mechanisms of heredity. On the other hand, 
it seemed to be much more generally applicable to 
human characteristics than Mendelian analysis; pedi-
gree analysis in terms of Mendel’s laws was hampered 
by the fact that most human traits simply could not be 
classifi ed as alternate characteristics, as could round 
and shrunken peas. Human characteristics are usually 
graded and show no alternative distribution in the pop-
ulation. Moreover, the phenotypes are obviously deter-
mined not only by the genetic constitution but by 
external, environmental infl uences as well – the result 
of an interaction between “nature and nurture” 
(Galton). Therefore, naive attempts at applying 
Mendel’s laws to such traits were doomed to failure. 
For traits that are regarded as important, such as intel-
ligence and personality, but also for many diseases and 
mental retardation, there was only the choice between 
research along the lines suggested by Galton or no 
research at all. Investigations on genetic mechanisms 
would have to await elucidations of the genetics of 
other, more accessible organisms. Under these circum-
stances, scientists chose to follow Galton. This choice 
had not only theoretical reasons; it was strongly infl u-
enced by the desire to help individuals and families by 

calculating risk fi gures for certain diseases, thereby 
creating a sound basis for genetic counseling. More 
important, however, was the concern of some scientists 
about the biological future of the human species, which 
they saw threatened by deterioration due to relaxation 
of natural selection. The motives for their research 
were largely eugenic: it seemed to provide a rational 
foundation for measures to curb reproduction of cer-
tain groups who were at high risk of being diseased or 
otherwise unfi t.  

  History of Human Genetics: A Contest 
Between Two Paradigms 

 The two paradigms – Mendel’s gene concept and 
Galton’s biometric approach – have developed side 
by side from 1900 up to the present; many present-
day controversies, especially in the fi eld of behavior 
genetics but also those concerning strategies in the 
genetic elucidation of common diseases, are imme-
diately understandable when the history of human 
genetics is conceived as a contest between these two 
paradigms. This does not mean that the two para-
digms are mutually exclusive; in fact, correlations 
between relatives as demonstrated by biometric 
analysis were interpreted in terms of gene action by 
Fisher in 1918  [4] . Some human geneticists have 
worked during some part of their career within the 
framework of the one paradigm, and during another 
within the framework of the other paradigm. By and 
large, however, the two streams of research have few 
interconnections and may even become further polar-
ized because of highly specialized training for each 
group, epitomized by the biochemical and molecular 
genetic laboratories for the one and the computer for 
the other group. 

 In the fi rst decades of the last century the biometric 
paradigm of Galton appeared to be very successful. 
Genetic variability within the human population was 
believed to be established for normal traits such as 
stature or intelligence as well as for a wide variety of 
pathologic conditions such as mental defi ciency and 
psychosis, epilepsy, and common diseases such as dia-
betes, allergies, and even tuberculosis. Mendelian 
analysis, on the other hand, seemed to be confi ned to 
rare hereditary diseases; the ever repeated attempts at 
expanding Mendelian explanation into the fi elds of 
normal, physical characteristics and common diseases 
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were usually undertaken without critical assessment of 
the inescapable limitations of Mendelian analysis. The 
fi rst major breakthrough of Mendelian genetics was 
the establishment of the three-allele hypothesis for the 
AB0 blood groups by Bernstein in the 1920s  [2]  (Chap. 
5, Sect. 5.2.2). Further progress, however, had to await 
the development of genetic theory by work on other 
organisms such as  Drosophila,  bacteria, and viruses, 
especially bacteriophages. 

 The advent of molecular biology in the late 1940s 
and 1950s had a strong infl uence on human genetics 
and, indeed, brought the fi nal breakthrough of Mendel’s 
paradigm. A major landmark was the discovery by 
Pauling et al. in 1949  [14]  that sickle cell anemia is 
caused by an abnormal hemoglobin molecule. 

 The foundation of human chromosome research 
in the late 1950s and early 1960s (Chap. 3, Sect. 3.1) 
came as a second, important step. At present, most 
investigations in human genetics have become a part 
of mainstream research within the framework of 
genetic theory. The human species, regarded by most 
early experimental geneticists as a poor tool for 
genetic research, is now displaying defi nite advan-
tages for attacking basic problems. Some of these 
advantages are the large size of available popula-
tions, the great number and variety of known mutants 
and chromosome anomalies, and the unparalleled 
detailed knowledge of human physiology and bio-
chemistry in health and disease. The improved 
understanding of human genome structure and its 
variability (Chap. 2) by the completion of the human 
genome project, by new sequencing and array tech-
nologies, and by efforts to identify all functional ele-
ments in the human genome sequence (Chap. 4), 
further facilitates both basic and applied research in 
human genetics. 

 One would expect that such breakthroughs have led 
to the establishment of Mendel’s paradigm as the only 
leading paradigm in human genetics. This, however, is 
not the case. In spite of the fact that genetic theory is 
now pervading many fi elds that seemed to be closed to 
it, the paradigm of Galton – biometric analysis – has 
attained an unsurpassed level of formal sophistication 
over the past decades. The availability of software 
tools has greatly facilitated the development and appli-
cation of biometric techniques. Moreover, in some 
fi elds, such as behavior genetics, the application of 
genetic theory – Mendel’s paradigm – is still hampered 
by severe diffi culties (Chap. 23), and here biometric 

methods have dominated for a long time. In the same 
fi eld, however, they are most severely criticized and 
subject to controversial discussions about ethical issues 
and possible discrimination.  

  Progress in Human Genetics 
and Practical Application 

 The achievements of molecular biology and chromo-
some research have not only altered human genetics as 
a pure science, but have also brought marked progress 
in its application for human welfare. At the beginning, 
this progress did not appear very conspicuous; the 
diagnosis of hereditary diseases was improved, and 
many, hitherto unexplained malformations were 
accounted for by chromosome aberrations. The fi rst 
practical success came in the early 1950s when the 
knowledge of enzyme defects in phenylketonuria 
(Chap. 1) and galactosemia led to successful preven-
tive therapy by a specifi c diet. However, a breakthrough 
on a much larger scale was achieved when the methods 
of prenatal diagnosis for chromosome aberrations and 
for some metabolic defects were introduced in the late 
1960s and early 1970s (Chap. 25, Sect. 25.2). Suddenly, 
genetic counseling could now be based not only on 
probability statements but, in an increasing number of 
cases, on certainty of individual diagnoses. This scien-
tifi c development coincided with a growing awareness 
in large parts of the human population that unlimited 
human reproduction must not be accepted as a natural 
law but can – and should – be regulated in a rational 
way. Introduction of oral contraceptive agents signaled 
this awareness. The chance to avoid the births of 
severely handicapped children is now accepted by a 
rapidly increasing proportion of the population. At the 
same time, better knowledge of pathophysiological 
pathways is improving the chances for individual ther-
apy of hereditary diseases, including the promise 
somatic gene therapy by introduction of genes into 
cells of functional tissues (see Chap. 27). Applications 
of human genetics as a practical tool to prevent suffer-
ing and disease have found wide resonance and have 
now one of the most rewarding approaches in preven-
tive medicine. In many countries, the politically 
responsible bodies have already created, or are now 
creating the institutions for widespread application of 
the new tools.  
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  Effects of Practical Applications 
on Research 

 These practical applications have led to a marked 
increase in the number of research workers and the 
amount of work within the past decades. From the 
beginning of the twentieth century up to the early 
1950s, human genetics had been the interest of a mere 
handful of scientists for most of whom it was not even 
a full-time occupation. Many of the pioneers were 
trained and worked much of their lifetime as physi-
cians in special fi elds of medicine, such as Waardenburg 
and Franceschetti in ophthalmology, and Siemens in 
dermatology. Others were interested in theoretical 
problems of population genetics and evolution and 
chose problems in human genetics as the fi eld of appli-
cation for their theoretical concepts, most notably 
J.B.S. Haldane and R.A. Fisher. Still others had their 
point of departure in physical anthropology. This het-
erogeneous group of scientists did not form a coherent 
scientifi c community. For a long time, there was almost 
no formal infrastructure for the development of a sci-
entifi c specialty. There were almost no special depart-
ments, journals, and international conferences. This 
lack of focus resulted in a marked heterogeneity in 
quality and content of scientifi c contributions. 

 All this has changed. Departments and units of 
human and medical genetics are now the standard in 
many countries; universities and medical schools offer 
special curricula, many journals and other publications 
exist, and numerous congresses and conferences are 
being held. Human genetics is now an active and vig-
orous fi eld which continues to grow exponentially.  

  Dangers of Widespread Practical 
Application for Scientifi c Development 

 This development, however, satisfactory as it is, has also 
a number of potentially undesirable consequences:

    (a)    Research is promoted primarily in the fi elds of 
immediate practical usefulness related to heredi-
tary diseases; fi elds of less immediate practical 
importance may be neglected.  

    (b)    Initially the contact with fundamental research in 
molecular genetics and cell biology was not inten-
sive enough. This may have led to a slowdown in 

the transfer of scientifi c concepts and experimen-
tal approaches from these fi elds. Fortunately, this 
has changed with the advent of recombinant DNA 
techniques and many other methods. The speed 
with which results of basic research are being 
transferred into practical application has increased 
signifi cantly.  

    (c)    As in other sciences, certain topics may evolve to a 
mainstream research where vast human and fi nan-
cial resources are being invested, drawing it off 
other areas, which are then neglected in spite of 
their great importance. For example, at present the 
immense activities to unravel complex disorders by 
high-throughput assays have resulted in a decreased 
interest in studying monogenic Mendelian disor-
ders although their detailed analyses may provide 
invaluable insights into consequences of mutations 
and their associated pathophysiology (see Chap. 4, 
Sect. 4.1).  

    (d)    Much medical research applies established meth-
ods to answer straightforward questions. Many 
studies collect data with new techniques. Individual 
results are often not of great import, but the ensem-
ble of such data are the essential building blocks 
for the future progress of normal science. Much of 
such work is being carried out in human and medi-
cal genetics and is quite essential for many medi-
cal and anthropological applications. However, 
there is continued need in human genetics to 
develop testable hypotheses and try to test their 
consequences from all viewpoints.     

 Human geneticists must not neglect the further 
development of genetic theory. Basic research is 
needed in fi elds in which the immediate practical 
application of results is not possible but might in the 
long run be at least as important for the future of the 
human species as current applications in diagnostic 
and preventive medicine.  

  Advantages of Practical Application 
for Research 

 The needs of medical diagnosis and counseling have 
also given strong incentives to basic research. Many 
phenomena that basic research tries to explain would 
simply be unknown had they not been uncovered by 
study of diseases. We would be ignorant regarding the 
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role of sex chromosomes in sex determination had 
there not been patients with sex chromosomal anoma-
lies. Phenomena such as spontaneously enhanced 
chromosome instability in Fanconi’s anemia or 
Bloom’s syndrome with all its consequences for 
somatic mutation and cancer formation (Chap. 3, 
Sect. 3.7) were discovered accidentally in the process 
of examining certain patients for diagnostic reasons. 
Genetic analysis of the “supergene” determining the 
major histocompatibility complex in humans contrib-
utes much to our fundamental understanding of how 
the genetic material above the level of a single gene 
locus is structured, and how the high genetic variabil-
ity within the human population can be maintained 
(Chap. 6, Sect. 6.2.5). However, research in this fi eld 
would certainly be much less active had there not been 
the incentive of improving the chances of organ 
transplantation. 

 Whether we like it or not, society pays increasing 
amounts of money for research in human genetics 
because we want to have practical benefi ts. Hence, to 
promote basic research, we must promote widespread 
practical applications. To guarantee progress in practical 
application for the future as well – and not only in the 
fi eld of medicine – basic research needs to be supported. 
This is also the only way to attract good research work-
ers and to maintain – or even improve – scientifi c stan-
dards. This paradox creates priority problems for all 
those concerned with research planning.  

  Human Genetics and the Sociology 
of Science 

 The discussion above should have demonstrated that 
human genetics – as all other sciences – has not devel-
oped in a sociological vacuum, following only the inher-
ent logical laws of growth of theory and experimental 
testing. Human genetics is the work of social groups of 
human beings who are subject to the laws of group psy-
chology and are infl uenced by the society at large in 
their attitudes toward research and their selection of 
problems. Unfortunately, sociological investigations of 
group formation and structure in human genetics have 
not been carried out. Another group active in the foun-
dation of molecular biology, that which introduced the 
bacteriophages of  Escherichia coli  into the analysis of 
genetic information, has been studied extensively  [3] . 

We know from this and from other examples that, dur-
ing a phase in which a new paradigm is being founded, 
the group that shares this paradigm establishes close 
within-group contacts. The normal channels of informa-
tion exchange such as scientifi c journals and congresses 
are superseded by more informal information transfer 
through telephone calls, e-mail communications, pre-
prints, and personal visits. Within the group, infl uential 
personalities serve as intellectual and/or organizational 
leaders. Outside contacts, on the other hand, are often 
loose. When the acute phase of the scientifi c revolution 
is over, the bonds within the group are loosened, and 
information is again exchanged largely by normal chan-
nels of publication. 

 Similar developments can be observed in the fi eld of 
human genetics. For example, in Chap. 6 (Sect. 6.2.5) 
we sketch the groups active in the elucidation of the 
major histocompatibility complex and in the assignment 
of gene loci to chromosome segments (Sect. 6.1). 

 Of similar infl uence on population genetics has been 
the fi rst “big science” research project in human genet-
ics – the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission (ABCC, 
now the Radiation Effects Research Foundation, RERF; 
  www.rerf.or.jp    ) project that was launched in the late 
1940s in Japan by American and Japanese research 
workers to examine the genetic consequences of the 
atomic bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki (Chap. 10). 
In later years, this project led, for example, to compre-
hensive studies of the genetic effects of parental consan-
guinity. The second endeavor of this type is the “Human 
Genome Project” – the attempt at analyzing and sequenc-
ing the entire human genome by coordinated interna-
tional cooperation (see Chap. 44). Today many research 
efforts are being conducted and can only be accom-
plished in large, international consortia, as for example 
the ENCyclopedia Of DNA Elements (ENCODE) proj-
ect (  www.genome.gov    ) or the Functional Annotation of 
the Mammalian Genome (FANTOM) project (fantom.
gsc.riken.jp). 

 Many, if not most of the more interesting develop-
ments in the fi eld were not initiated by investigators 
who would declare themselves human geneticists, or 
who worked in human genetics departments. They 
were launched by research workers from other fi elds 
such as general cytogenetics, cell biology, molecular 
biology, biochemistry, and immunology, but also from 
clinical specialties such as pediatrics, hematology, 
ophthalmology, and psychiatry. A common theme run-
ning through many recent developments has been the 
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application of nongenetic techniques from many dif-
ferent fi elds such as biochemistry and immunology to 
genetic concepts. On the other hand, techniques 
originally developed for solving genetic problems, 
especially for molecular studies of DNA, are being 
introduced at a rapidly increasing rate into other fi elds 
of research, for example in both medical research and 
practical medicine. In fact, most recent progress in 
human genetics comes from such interdisciplinary 
approaches. The number of research workers in the 
fi eld has increased rapidly. Most did not start as human 
geneticists but as molecular biologists, medical spe-
cialists, biochemists, statisticians, general cytogeneti-
cists, etc. They were drawn into human genetics in the 
course of their research. This very variety of back-
grounds makes discussions among human geneticists 
stimulating and is one of the intellectual assets of the 
present state of our fi eld. However, such diversity is 
also a liability as it may lead to an overrating of one’s 
small specialty at the expense of a loss of an overview 
of the whole fi eld  [8] . With increasing complexity of 
research methods, specialization within human genet-
ics has become inevitable. However, this brings with it 
the danger that the outlook of the scientist narrows, 
whole fi elds are neglected, and promising research 
opportunities remain unexploited.  

  Human Genetics in Relation to Other 
Fields of Science and Medicine 

 The rapid development of human genetics during 
recent decades has created many interactions with 
other fi elds of science and medicine. Apart from gen-
eral and molecular genetics and cytogenetics, these 
interactions are especially close with cell biology, bio-
chemistry, immunology, and – with many clinical spe-
cialties. Until recently, on the other hand, there have 
been few if any connections with physiology. One rea-
son for this failure to establish fruitful interactions may 
be a difference in the basic approach: genetic analysis 
attempts to trace the causes of a trait to its most ele-
mentary components. Geneticists know in principle 
that the phenotype is produced by a complex net of 
interactions between various genes, but they are inter-
ested more in the components than in the exact mecha-
nism of such interactions. At present, genetic analysis 
has reached the level of gene structure and the genetic 

code; a fi nal goal would be to explain the properties of 
this code in terms of quantum physics. A malevolent 
observer might compare the geneticist with a man 
who, to understand a book, burns it and analyzes the 
ashes chemically. 

 The physiologist, on the other hand, tries to read the 
book. However, he often presupposes that every copy 
of the book should be exactly identical; variation is 
regarded as a nuisance. To put it differently, physiology 
is concerned not with the elements themselves but with 
their mode of interaction in complicated functional sys-
tems (see Mohr  [13] ). Physiologists are more concerned 
with the integration of interacting systems than with the 
analysis of their components. The analysis of regula-
tion of gene activities by feedback mechanisms, for 
example, the Jacob-Monod model in bacteria, and some 
approaches in developmental genetics of higher organ-
isms have taught geneticists the usefulness of thinking 
in terms of systems. On the other hand, methods for 
molecular analysis of DNA have been introduced into 
physiology at an increasing scale. Genes for receptors 
and their components, for example for neurotransmit-
ters, and genes for channel proteins are being localized 
in the genome and analyzed at the molecular level. 
Hence, the gulf between physiology and genetics is 
now being bridged. With the increasing interest of 
human geneticists in the genetic basis of common dis-
eases and individual genetic variation in response to 
infl uences such as nutrition and stress, genetic concepts 
are increasingly infl uencing the many branches of med-
icine that, in the past, have profi ted relatively little from 
genetic theory. Molecular biology is developing increas-
ingly into a common basis for many branches of sci-
ence, and most biomedical scientists are nowadays 
becoming better acquainted with the principles of 
genetics. A fi eld of molecular medicine is emerging.  

  Fields of Human and Medical Genetics 

 The fi eld of human genetics is large, and its borders are 
indistinct. The development of different techniques and 
methods has led to the development of many fi elds of 
subspecialization. Many of these overlap and are not 
mutually exclusive. The fi eld of  human molecular 
genetics  has its emphasis in the identifi cation and anal-
ysis of genes at the DNA level. Methods such as DNA 
digestion by restriction endonucleases, Southern blotting, 
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polymerase chain reaction (PCR), sequencing and 
many others are being applied.  Human biochemical 
genetics  deals with the biochemistry of nucleic acids, 
proteins, and enzymes in normal and mutant individu-
als. Laboratory methods of the biochemist are being 
used (e.g., chromatography; enzyme assays).  Human 
cytogenetics  deals with the study of human chromo-
somes in health and disease.  Immunogenetics  concerns 
itself largely with the genetics of blood groups, tissue 
antigens such as the HLA types, and other components 
of the immune system.  Formal genetics  studies segre-
gation and linkage relationships of Mendelian genes 
and investigates more complex types of inheritance by 
statistical techniques. 

  Clinical genetics  deals with diagnosis, prognosis, 
and to some extent treatment of various genetic diseases. 
Diagnosis requires knowledge of etiological heteroge-
neity and acquaintance with many disease syndromes. 
 Genetic counseling  is an important area of clinical 
genetics and requires skills in diagnosis, risk assess-
ment, and interpersonal communication.  Population 
genetics  deals with the behavior of genes in large groups 
and concerns the evolutionary forces of drift, migration, 
mutation, and selection in human populations. The 
structure and gene pool of human populations are studied 
by considering gene frequencies of marker genes. In 
recent years population geneticists have become inter-
ested in the epidemiology of complex genetic disease 
that require biometric techniques for their studies. 
 Behavioral genetics  is a science that studies the heredi-
tary factors underlying behavior in health and disease. 
Behavior geneticists attempt to work out the genetic fac-
tors determining personality and cognitive skills in 
human beings. The genetics of mental retardation and 
various psychiatric diseases are also considered. The 
fi eld of sociobiology tries to explain social behavior by 
using biological and evolutionary concepts. 

  Somatic cell genetics  is the branch of human genetics 
that studies the transmission of genes at the cellular 
level. Cell hybridization between different species is an 
important tool for the cartography of human genes. 
 Developmental genetics  studies genetic mechanisms of 
normal and abnormal development. This fi eld employs 
to a large extent model organisms and has a strong 
emphasis on animal experimentation.  Reproductive 
genetics  is the branch of genetics that studies details of 
gamete and early embryo formation by genetic tech-
niques. This area is closely related to reproductive 
physiology. Due to the growing application of assisted 

reproductive technologies in couples with infertility 
disorders this fi eld has recently grown signifi cantly. 
 Pharmacogenetics  deals with genetic factors governing 
the disposal and kinetics of drugs in the organism. Special 
interest in human pharmacogenetics relates to adverse 
drug reactions.  Ecogenetics  is an extension of pharmaco-
genetics and deals with the role of genetic variability 
affecting the response to environmental agents. 

 Clinical genetics has grown very rapidly in recent 
years because of the many practical applications of 
diagnosis and counseling, intrauterine diagnosis, and 
screening for genetic disease. Most research in human 
genetics is currently carried out in clinical genetics, 
cytogenetics, molecular and biochemical genetics, 
somatic cell genetics, and immunogenetics under med-
ical auspices. Research in formal and population genet-
ics has benefi ted enormously from the increasing 
knowledge about genome structure and its variation 
and the availability of new, cheaper high-throughput 
sequencing approaches.  

  Future of Human Genetics 

 Research methods in science are becoming ever more 
complicated and expensive, and human genetics is no 
exception. As a necessary consequence mastering of 
these methods increasingly requires specialization in a 
narrow fi eld. Purchase of big instruments creates fi nan-
cial diffi culties. Hence, the selection of research prob-
lems is often directed not by the intrinsic scientifi c 
interest in the problems or the conviction that they could, 
in principle, be solved, but by the availability of research 
methods, skilled coworkers, and instruments. Many 
research projects require large patient cohorts and com-
plex, genome-wide analyses, tasks of a magnitude that 
can only be performed within international consortia. 
Such efforts are greatly facilitated by web-based data-
bases (Sects. 29.1–29.3) which provide an easy means 
for distributing results to the genetic community. 
Furthermore, such databases ensure that new evolving 
information can easily be utilized by other persons in 
the fi eld. For example, data on copy number variation in 
the human genome and possible consequences for the 
phenotype are now rapidly assessable in databases 
(Sects. 29.2 and 29.3) and are thus available for genetic 
counselors who can use this knowledge to provide their 
patients with detailed up-to-date information. 
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 However, the tendency toward specialization will 
inevitably continue, and it is possible that, in this pro-
cess, important parts of human genetics will be resolved 
into fi elds mainly defi ned by research methods, such as 
biochemistry, chromosome research, immunology, 
molecular biology [see  12] , or into certain clinical 
areas. For example, hereditary metabolic diseases or 
syndromes associated with dysmorphic features and 
developmental delay are often studied and treated by 
pediatricians with little genetic training. Several depart-
ments of neurology have established their own neuro-
genetics branches, which are often independent from 
the respective department of human genetics. However, 
despite this tendency toward subspecialization, it is 
important to note that a laboratory performing genetic 
diagnostic procedures needs trained and experienced 
personnel, up-to-date equipment, and has to fulfi ll 
internationally defi ned quality standards, which are 
regulated by law in many countries. Therefore, it is 
probably not cost-effective to perform genetic diagnos-
tics in small laboratories that offer only a few tests. 
Therefore, large laboratories performing all important 
human genetics diagnostic procedures may evolve to 
organizational structures in which human genetics 
remains united. 

 Survival of an established fi eld of science has no 
value in itself. If a fi eld dies because its concepts and 
accomplishments have been accepted and are being 
successfully integrated into other fi elds, little is lost. In 
human genetics, however, this state has not been 
reached yet and it may never get to this point. Many 
concepts of molecular biology, often in combination 
with “classical” methods such as linkage analysis, are 
now being applied to humans. A few decades ago 
human genetics was a medical fi eld mainly dealing 
with rare syndromes and prenatal diagnostics. This 
picture has completely changed as the genetic contri-
butions to common diseases are increasingly being 
unraveled. For example, genetic counseling is now an 
integral part of care in families with hereditary cancer 
diseases (Chap. 14) or neurologic disorders. In addi-
tion, data evolving from genome-wide association 
studies (GWAS) have identifi ed numerous new loci in 
the genome that may change the susceptibility for dis-
eases or phenotypic features. The effect of these loci 
may often be only moderate (Sect. 8.1), however, the 
evolving knowledge may further increase requests for 
genetic counseling. In future, genetic counseling pro-
vided by professionals in the fi eld may have to com-

pete with “direct-to-consumer genetic testing” over the 
Internet that is already offered by several companies. 
Such developments are accompanied by growing 
options for predictive genetic diagnosis, which require 
standardized procedures for both the counseling ses-
sion and the molecular genetic testing and which often 
involve diffi cult ethical issues. Thus, the tasks in 
human genetics have changed tremendously over the 
past decades and new challenges are constantly arising 
in this rapidly evolving fi eld. Newly evolving technol-
ogies, such as whole-genome sequencing (see below), 
will further expand the future of human genetics. In 
fact, it can be predicted that human genetics will 
change medicine, as it has the potential to identify per-
sons with an increased risk for certain diseases and it 
may provide information about treatment options. 
These aspects are now often referred to as “personal-
ized medicine” (Chap. 4, Sect. 4.4) and they will likely 
dominate medicine in upcoming years.  

  Unsolved and Intriguing Problems 

 With the rapid increase in knowledge over recent 
years new and often unexpected problems have arisen. 
At a time when hereditary traits were defi ned by their 
modes of inheritance, the relationship between geno-
type and phenotype appeared relatively simple. This 
straightforward relationship seemed correct when 
some hereditary diseases were shown to be caused by 
enzyme defects, and when hemoglobin variants 
turned out to be due to amino acid replacements 
caused by base substitutions. With increasing knowl-
edge of the human genome, however, many heredi-
tary traits with phenotypes that had been considered 
identical turned out to be heterogeneous. These were 
caused either by mutations in different genes or by 
different mutations within the same genes. However, 
even mutations that are identical by the strictest 
molecular criteria sometimes have striking pheno-
typic differences. Analysis of such genotype-pheno-
type relationships by the study of genetic and 
environmental modifi ers poses intriguing future prob-
lems in human genetics. 

 The establishment of genotype–phenotype relation-
ships was recently further complicated by two new 
fi ndings. The fi rst fi nding represents the unanticipated 
variation within the human genome (Chap. 2). Future 
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research will have to elucidate how copy number vari-
ants (CNVs) contribute to human phenotypic diversity 
and disease susceptibility. CNVs are also of interest 
for a better understanding of the evolution of the 
genome, as they provide the raw material for gene 
duplication and gene family expansion. However, in 
addition to numerical variation there are extensive 
structural variations, such as inversions or insertions. 
Their impact on gene function remains to be eluci-
dated. The second fi nding was the characterization of 
functional elements by the ENCODE consortium. To 
date, only 1% of the human genome has been analyzed 
by various high-throughput experimental and compu-
tational techniques; however, the fi ndings revealed an 
unexpected number and complexity of the RNA tran-
scripts that the genome produces. These fi ndings have 
challenged traditional views about regulatory elements 
in the genome and added new insights into the com-
plexity of human genetics, revealing that our under-
standing of the genome is still far from being complete. 
In order to address this, the National Human Genome 
Research Institute (NHGRI) launched two comple-
mentary programs in 2007: an expansion of the human 
ENCODE project to the whole genome (  http://www.
genome.gov/ENCODE    ) and the model organism 
ENCODE (modENCODE) project to generate a com-
prehensive annotation of the functional elements in the 
 Caenorhabditis elegans  and  Drosophila melanogaster  
genomes (  http://www.modencode.org    ;   http://www.
genome.gov/modENCODE    ). These efforts will likely 
contribute to a better understanding of genome com-
plexity and gene regulation. 

 At present our understanding of somatic genome 
variability is very incomplete. Current concepts sug-
gest that erroneous DNA repair and incomplete resto-
ration of chromatin after damage may be resolved and 
may produce mutations and epimutations. Both muta-
tions and epimutations have been shown to accumulate 
with age and such an increased burden of mutations 
and/or epimutations in aged tissues may increase can-
cer risk and adversely affect gene transcriptional regu-
lation. This may in turn result in a progressive decline 
in organ function, a phenomenon frequently observed 
in aging. With the demographic trend of prolonged life 
expectancy, a better understanding of somatic genome 
variability and the stability of the genome may grow in 
importance. 

 Other problems may arise from new technologies, 
such as next-generation or third-generation whole-

genome sequencing (Chap. 4, Sect. 4.4), which will 
make sequencing of entire genomes possible and 
affordable within in a short period of time. These 
possibilities will require new bioinformatic tools and 
interpretation of sequencing results will greatly 
depend on whether we understand better the afore-
mentioned relevance of structural and copy number 
variation and whether we can make sense of the vari-
ous transcriptionally active regions in the genome. 
If we succeed, there is no doubt that whole-genome 
sequencing will change human genetics tremen-
dously. They will, for example, contribute to a better 
understanding of modifi er genes in monogenic dis-
eases and thus explain the frequently observed phe-
notypic variability. Furthermore, they will contribute 
signifi cantly to further propel research on complex 
diseases. However, although the new possibilities of 
human genetics are fascinating they raise at the same 
time new ethical issues. For example, in prenatal 
diagnostic settings tests can now be offered not only 
for devastating diseases but also for common pheno-
typic traits. Thus, the consequences of the new tech-
nologies and new insights do not have consequences 
only for human geneticists but also for the entire 
society.  

  Possible Function of a Textbook 

 In his book on  The Structure of Scientifi c Revolutions,  
Kuhn in 1962  [2]  described the function of textbooks 
not very fl atteringly: they are “pedagogic vehicles for 
the perpetuation of normal science” that create the 
impressions as if science would grow in a simple, 
cumulative manner. They tend to distort the true his-
tory of the fi eld by only mentioning those contribu-
tions in the past that can be visualized as direct 
forerunners of present-day achievements. “They inevi-
tably disguise not only the role but the very existence 
of . . . revolutions . . .” 

 Below we shall proceed in the same way: we shall 
describe present-day problems in human genetics as 
we see them. The result is a largely affi rmative picture 
of normal science in a phase of rapid growth and suc-
cess. Anomalies and discrepancies may exist, but we 
often do not identify them because we share the “blind 
spots” with most other members of our paradigm 
group. The “anticipation” phenomenon in diseases 
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such as myotonic dystrophy is one example (Chap. 5, 
Sect. 5.1.7). This disease tends to manifest more 
severely and earlier in life with each generation. 
Obviously, this observation did not appear to be com-
patible with simple mendelism. Therefore, it was 
explained away by sophisticated statistical arguments 
which we cited in earlier editions of this book. In the 
meantime, however, anticipation has been shown to be 
a real phenomenon, caused by a novel molecular 
mechanism. What we can do is to alert the reader that 
human genetics, as all other branches of science, is by 
no way a completed and closed complex of theory and 
results that only needs to be supplemented in a straight-
forward way and without major changes in conceptu-
alization. Our fi eld has not developed – and will not 
develop in the future – as a self-contained system. 
Rather, human genetics, as all other sciences, is an 
undertaking of human beings – social groups and sin-
gle outsiders – who are motivated by a mixture of goals 
such as search for truth, ambition, desire to be acknowl-
edged by one’s peer group, the urge to convince the 
society at large to allocate resources in their fi eld – but 
also the wish to help people and to do something use-
ful for human society. 

 Therefore, we shall emphasize the history and 
development of problems and approaches. 
Occasionally, we shall ask the reader to step back, 
refl ecting with us as to why a certain development 
occurred at the time it did, why another development 
did not occur earlier, or why a certain branch of 
human genetics did not take the direction that one 
would have expected logically. Inevitably, this implies 
much more criticism than is usually found in text-
books. Such criticism will – at least partially – be 
subjective, refl ecting the personal stance of the 
authors. Our goal is to convince the reader that a criti-
cal attitude improves one’s grasp of the problems and 
their possible solutions – it is not our intention to 
convince him that we are always right. 

 We would have liked to give more information on 
the ways in which sociological conditions within the 
fi eld and – still more important – the developments in 
the society at large have infl uenced the development 
of human genetics, and the ways in which thinking on 
these problems has in turn infl uenced the societies. 
The eugenics movement in the United States and the 
 Rassenhygiene  ideology in Germany have had a 
strong – and sometimes devastating – infl uence on 
human beings as well as on the social structure of 

society at large. Too little systematic research has 
been carried out, however, to justify a more extended 
discussion than that presented in Chap. 1 (Sect. 1.8) 
 [17] . Much more historical research along these lines 
is all the more urgent, as many of the ethical prob-
lems – inherent, for example, in the sterilization laws 
of many countries during the fi rst decades of the 
twentieth century – are now recurring with full force 
in connection with prenatal diagnosis, selective abor-
tion and the possibility of germinal gene therapy 
(Chaps. 25 and 26). Scientists and physicians work-
ing in human genetics were actively involved in and 
sanctioned ethically abhorrent measures in the past 
such as killing severely malformed newborns and 
mentally defectives in Nazi Germany – and how will 
future generations judge our own activities? These 
are intriguing questions. They show the Janus face of 
human genetics: it is a fundamental science – guided 
by a fertile theory and full of fascinating problems. It 
is also an applied science, and its applications are 
bound to have a strong impact on society, leading to 
novel and diffi cult philosophical, social, and ethical 
problems.      
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 The history of human genetics is particularly interesting 
since, unlike in many other natural sciences, concepts of 
human genetics have often infl uenced social and politi-
cal events. At the same time, the development of human 
genetics as a science has been infl uenced by various 
political forces. Human genetics because of its concern 
with the causes of human variability has found it diffi -
cult to either remain a pure science or one of strictly 
medical application. Concerns regarding the heritability 
of IQ and the existence of inherited patterns of behavior 
again have brought the fi eld into public view. A consid-
eration of the history of human genetics with some 
attention to the interaction of the fi eld with societal 
forces is therefore of interest. We will concentrate our 
attention on historical events of particular interest for 
human genetics and refer to landmarks in general genet-
ics only insofar as they are essential for the understand-
ing of the evolution of human genetics. 

 Recently, an excellent history of medical genetics was 
published by the medical geneticist Peter Harper in 2008 
 [38] . This highly readable book with many photographs 
presents critical assessments of various developments in 
the fi eld since its beginnings. Many tables document 
major discoveries and a detailed timeline of both human 
and medical genetics presents important developments 
ranging from early discoveries to recent fi ndings. This 
book is currently the only major comprehensive text 
devoted to the history of human/medical genetics. 

 A 30-page “History of Medical Genetics” by 
Victor McKusick was published as Chap. 1 in Emery 
and Rimoin’s  Principles and Practice of Medical 
Genetics , 5th edition, 2007  [59] . This remarkably 
comprehensive chapter emphasizing clinical aspects 
starts with a brief description of pre-Mendelian con-
cepts and ends with a broadly conceived assessment of 
current and future trends of medical genetics. 

   1.1  The Greeks  (see Stubbe  [83] ) 

 Prescientifi c knowledge regarding inherited differ-
ences between humans has probably existed since 
ancient times. Early Greek physicians and philoso-
phers not only reported such observations but also 
developed some theoretical concepts and even pro-
posed “eugenic” measures. 
 In the texts that are commonly ascribed to Hippocrates, 
the following sentence can be found:

  Of the semen, however, I assert that it is secreted by the 
whole body – by the solid as well as by the smooth parts, 
and by the entire humid matters of the body . . . The semen 
is produced by the whole body, healthy by healthy parts, 
sick by sick parts. Hence, when as a rule, baldheaded 
beget baldheaded, blue-eyed beget blue-eyed, and squint-
ing, squinting; and when for other maladies, the same law 
prevails, what should hinder that longheaded are begot-
ten by longheaded?   

 This remarkable sentence not only contains observa-
tions on the inheritance of normal and pathological 
traits but also a theory that explains inheritance on 
the assumption that the information carrier, the 
semen, is produced by all parts of the body, healthy, 
and sick. This theory became known later as the 
“pangenesis” theory. Anaxagoras, the Athenian phi-
losopher (500−428 B.C.), had similar views (see 
Capelle  [15] ). 

 A comprehensive theory of inheritance was devel-
oped by Aristotle (see  [6] ). He also believed in a quali-
tatively different contribution by the male and the 
female principles to procreation. The male gives the 
impulse to movement whereas the female contributes 
the matter, as the carpenter who constructs a bed out of 
wood. When the male impact is stronger, a son is born 
who, at the same time, is more like his father, when the 
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female, a daughter, resembling the mother. This is the 
reason why sons are usually similar to their fathers and 
daughters are similar to their mothers. 

 Barthelmess (our translation)  [6]  writes: “Reading 
the texts from this culture, one gets the overall impres-
sion that the Greeks in their most mature minds came 
closer to the theoretical problems than to the phenom-
ena of heredity.” Aristotle’s assertion even provides an 
early example of how observation can be misled by a 
preconceived theoretical concept. Sons are not more 
similar to their fathers, nor daughters to their 
mothers. 

 Plato, in the  Statesman (Politikos)   [71] , explained 
in detail the task of carefully selecting spouses to pro-
duce children who will develop into bodily and ethi-
cally eminent personalities. He wrote:

  They do not act on any sound or self-consistent principle. 
See how they pursue the immediate satisfaction of their 
desire by hailing with delight those who are like them-
selves and by disliking those who are different. Thus they 
assign far too great an importance to their own likes and 
dislikes.  

  The moderate natures look for a partner like themselves, 
and so far as they can, they choose their wives from 
women of this quiet type. When they have daughters to 
bestow in marriage, once again they look for this type of 
character in the prospective husband. The courageous 
class does just the same thing and looks for others of the 
same type. All this goes on, though both types should be 
doing exactly the opposite . . .  

  Because if a courageous character is reproduced for many 
generations without any admixture of the moderate type, 
the natural course of development is that at fi rst it 
becomes superlatively powerful but in the end it breaks 
out into sheer fury and madness . . .  

  But the character which is too full of modest reticence 
and untinged by valor and audacity, if reproduced after its 
kind for many generations, becomes too dull to respond 
to the challenges of life and in the end becomes quite 
incapable of acting at all.   

 In the  Republic   [70] , Plato not only requires for the 
“guards” (one of the highest categories in the social 
hierarchy of his utopia) that women should be com-
mon property; children, should be educated publicly 
but the “best” of both sexes should beget children who 
are to be educated with care. The children of the “infe-
rior,” on the other hand, are to be abandoned. 
Democritus, on the other hand, writes: “More people 
become able by exercise than by their natural predis-
position.” Here (as in other places), the nature−nurture 
problem appears already.  

  1.2  Scientists Before Mendel and Galton 

 The literature of the Middle Ages contains few allusions to 
heredity. The new attitude of looking at natural phenom-
ena from an empirical point of view created modern sci-
ence and distinguishes modern humans from those in 
earlier periods. This approach succeeded fi rst in investiga-
tion of the inorganic world and only later in biology. In the 
work  De Morbis Hereditariis  by the Spanish physician 
   Mercado (1605) [66], the infl uence of Aristotle is still 
overwhelming, but there are some hints of a beginning 
emancipation of reasoning. One example is his contention 
that both parents, not only the father, contribute a seed to 
the future child. Malpighi (1628−1694) [83, p 77] pro-
posed the hypothesis of “preformation,” which implies 
that in the ovum the whole organism is preformed in com-
plete shape, only to grow later. Even after the discovery of 
sperm (   Leeuwenhoek et al. 1677) [3, pp 72-73], the pre-
formation hypothesis was not abandoned altogether, but it 
was believed by some that the individual is preformed in 
the sperm, only being nurtured by the mother. The long 
struggle between the “ovists” and the “spermatists” was 
brought to an end only when C.F. Wolff  [99]  attacked both 
sides and stressed the necessity of further empirical 
research. Shortly thereafter experimental research on 
heredity in plants was carried out by Gärtner (1772−1850) 
 [33]  and Kölreuter (1733−1806)  [48] . Their work 
 prepared the ground for Mendel’s experiments  [60] . 

 The medical literature of the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries contains reports showing that those 
capable of clear observation were able to recognize cor-
rectly some phenomena relating to the inheritance of dis-
eases. Maupertuis  [57] , for example, published in 1753 
an account of a family with polydactyly in four genera-
tions and demonstrated that the trait could be equally 
transmitted by father or by mother. He further showed, 
by probability calculation, that chance alone could not 
account for the familial concentration of the trait. 
Probably the most remarkable example, however, was 
Joseph Adams (1756−1818) (see  [1,23,62,  64] ), a British 
apothecary who, in 1814, published a book with the title 
 A Treatise on the Supposed Hereditary Properties of 
Diseases  [1] .  The following fi ndings are remarkable:

   (a)    Adams differentiated clearly between “familial” 
(i.e., recessive) and “hereditary” (i.e., dominant) 
conditions.  

   (b)    He knew that in familial diseases the parents are 
frequently near relatives.  
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   (c)    Hereditary diseases need not be present at birth; 

they may manifest themselves at various ages.  
   (d)    Some disease predispositions lead to a manifest 

disease only under the additional infl uence of 
environmental factors. The progeny, however, is 
 endangered even when the predisposed do not 
become ill themselves.  

   (e)    Intrafamilial correlations as to age of onset of a 
disease can be used in genetic counseling.  

   (f)    Clinically identical diseases may have different 
genetic bases.  

   (g)    A higher frequency of familial diseases in isolated 
populations may be caused by inbreeding.  

   (h)    Reproduction among persons with hereditary dis-
eases is reduced. Hence, these diseases would dis-
appear in the course of time, if they did not appear 
from time to time among children of healthy par-
ents (i.e., new mutations!).     

 Adams’ attitude toward “negative” eugenic measures 
was critical. He proposed the establishment of regis-
tries for families with inherited diseases. Weiss  [96]  
recently pointed out that Adams in the same book also 
hinted at the existence of evolution stressing the con-
cept of adaptive selection saying that environments 
such as climate put constraints on people: “By these 
means a race is gradually reared with constitutions 
best calculated for the climate”  [1] . 

 C.F. Nasse, a German professor of medicine, cor-
rectly recognized in 1820 one of the most important 
formal characteristics of the X-linked recessive mode 
of inheritance in hemophilia and presented a typical 
comprehensive pedigree [83, p 180]. He wrote (our 
translation):

  All reports on families, in which a hereditary tendency 
towards bleeding was found, are in agreement that the 
bleeders are persons of male sex only in every case. All 
are explicit on this point. The women from those families 
transmit this tendency from their fathers to their children, 
even when they are married to husbands from other fami-
lies who are not affl icted with this tendency. This ten-
dency never manifests itself in these women. . . .   

 Nasse also observed that some of the sons of these women 
remain completely free of the bleeding tendency. 

 The medical literature of the nineteenth century 
shows many more examples of observations, and 
attempts to generalize and to fi nd rules for the infl u-
ence of heredity on disease can be found. The once 
very infl uential concept of “degeneration” should be 
mentioned. Some features that older authors described 

as “signs of degeneration” in the external appearance 
of mentally defi cient patients are now known to be 
characteristic of autosomal chromosomal aberrations 
or various types of mental retardation. 

 In the work of most of the nineteenth century 
authors, true facts and wrong concepts were inextricably 
mixed, and there were few if any criteria for getting at 
the truth. This state of affairs was typical for the plight 
of a science in its prescientifi c state. Human genetics 
had no dominant paradigm. The fi eld as a science was 
to start with two paradigms in 1865: biometry, which 
was introduced by Galton, and Mendelism, introduced 
by Mendel with his pea experiments. The biometric 
paradigm was infl uential in the early decades of the 
twentieth century, and some examples and explana-
tions in this book utilize its framework. With the advent 
of molecular biology and insight into gene action, the 
pure biometric approach in genetics is on the decline. 
Nevertheless, many new applications in behavioral or 
social genetics, where gene action cannot yet be stud-
ied, rely on this paradigm and its modern elaborations. 
The laws that Mendel derived from his experiments, 
on the other hand, have been of almost unlimited fruit-
fulness and analytic power. The gene concept emerg-
ing from these experiments has become the central 
concept of all of genetics, including human genetics. 
Its possibilities have not been exhausted.  

  1.3  Galton’s Work 

 In 1865, F. Galton published two short papers with the 
title “Hereditary Talent and Character.” He wrote  [29] :

  The power of man over animal life, in producing what-
ever varieties of form he pleases, is enormously great. It 
would seem as though the physical structure of future 
generations was almost as plastic as clay, under the con-
trol of the breeder’s will. It is my desire to show, more 
pointedly than – so far as I am aware – has been attempted 
before, that mental qualities are equally under control.  

  A remarkable misapprehension appears to be current as 
to the fact of the transmission of talent by inheritance. It 
is commonly asserted that the children of eminent men 
are stupid; that, where great power of intellect seems to 
have been inherited, it has descended through the moth-
er’s side; and that one son commonly runs away with the 
talent of the whole family.   

 He then stresses how little we know about the laws of 
heredity in man and mentions some reasons, such as 
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long generation time, that make this study very diffi cult. 
However, he considers the conclusion to be justifi ed that 
physical features of humans are transmissible because 
resemblances between parents and offspring are obvi-
ous. Breeding experiments with animals, however, had 
not been carried out at that time, and direct proof of 
hereditary transmission was therefore lacking even in 
animals. In humans, “we have . . . good reason to believe 
that every special talent or character depends on a vari-
ety of obscure conditions, the analysis of which has 
never yet been seriously attempted.” For these reasons, 
he concluded that single observations must be mislead-
ing, and only a statistical approach can be adequate. 

 Galton evaluated collections of biographies of out-
standing men as to how frequently persons included in 
these works were related to each other. The fi gures 
were much higher than would be expected on the basis 
of random distribution. 

 Galton himself was fully aware of the obvious sources 
of error of such biological conclusions. He stressed that 
“when a parent has achieved great eminence, his son will 
be placed in a more favorable position for advancement, 
than if he had been the son of an ordinary person. Social 
position is an especially important aid to success in 
statesmanship and generalship . . . .” 

 “In order to test the value of hereditary infl uence 
with greater precision, we should therefore extract 
from our biographical list the names of those that have 
achieved distinction in the more open fi elds of science 
and literature.” Here and in the law, which in his opin-
ion was “the most open to fair competition,” he found 
an equally high percentage of close relatives reaching 
eminence. This was especially obvious with Lord 
Chancellors, the most distinguished lawyers of Great 
Britain. 

 Galton concluded that high talent and eminent 
achievement are strongly infl uenced by heredity. 
Having stressed the social obstacles that inhibit mar-
riage and reproduction of the talented and successful, 
he proceeded to describe a utopic society,

  In which a system of competitive examination for girls, as 
well as for youths, had been so developed as to embrace 
every important quality of mind and body, and where a 
considerable sum was yearly allotted. . . . to the endow-
ment of such marriages as promised to yield children who 
would grow into eminent servants of the State. We may 
picture to ourselves an annual ceremony in that Utopia or 
Laputa, in which the Senior Trustee of the Endowment 
Fund would address ten deeply-blushing young men, all 
of twenty-fi ve years old, in the following terms. . . .   

 In short, they were informed that the commission of 
the endowment fund had found them to be the best, 
had selected for each of them a suitable mate, would 
give them a substantial dowry, and promised to pay for 
the education of their children. 

 This short communication already shows human 
genetics as both a pure and an applied science: on the 
one hand, the introduction of statistical methods sub-
jects general impressions to scientifi c scrutiny, thereby 
creating a new paradigm and turning prescience into 
science. Later, Galton and his student K. Pearson pro-
ceeded along these lines and founded biometric genet-
ics. On the other hand, however, the philosophical 
motive of scientifi c work in this fi eld is clearly shown: 
the object of research is an important aspect of human 
behavior. The prime motive is the age-old inscription 
on the Apollo temple at Delphi (“know yourself”). 

 Hence, with Galton, research in human genetics 
began with strong eugenic intentions. Later, with 
increasing methodological precision and increasing 
analytic success, such investigations were removed 
from this prime philosophical motive. This motive 
helps to understand the second aspect of Galton’s 
work: the utopian idea to improve the quality of the 
human species by conscious breeding. During the Nazi 
era in Germany (1933−1945) we saw how cruel the 
perverted consequences of such an idea may become 
(Sect. 1.8.2). The question fi rst posed by Galton 
remains, even more than ever, of pressing importance: 
What will be the biological future of mankind?  

  1.4  Mendel’s Work 

 The other leading paradigm was provided by Mendel in 
his work  Experiments in Plant Hybridization,  which was 
presented on 8 February and 8 March 1865 before the 
 Naturforschender Verein  (Natural Science Association) in 
Brünn (now Brno, Czech Republic) and subsequently 
published in its proceedings  [60] . It has frequently been 
told how this work went largely unnoticed for 35 years 
and was rediscovered independently by Correns, 
Tschermak, and de Vries in 1900 (see  [  16,   84, 20] ). From 
then on, Mendel’s insights triggered the development of 
modern genetics, including human genetics. A book by 
Stern and Sherwood  [82] , which reprints these and a vari-
ety of other articles regarding Mendel’s paper, is most 
helpful to assess the impact of this classic work. 
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 Mendel was stimulated to carry out his experiments 

by observations on ornamental plants, in which he had 
tried to breed new color variants by artifi cial insemina-
tion. Here he had been struck by certain regularities. 
He selected the pea for further experimentation. 
He crossed varieties with differences in single charac-
ters such as color (yellow or green) or form of seed 
(round or angular wrinkled) and counted all alternate 
types in the offspring of the fi rst generation crosses 
and of crosses in later generations. Based on combina-
torial reasoning, he gave a theoretical interpretation: 
the results pointed to free combination of specifi c sorts 
of egg and pollen cells. In fact, this concept may have 
occurred to Mendel before he carried out his studies. 
He may have verifi ed and illustrated his fi ndings by his 
“best” results, since agreement between the published 
fi gures and their expectation from the theoretical seg-
regation ratios is too perfect from a statistical point of 
view (Fisher  [27] ). The interpretation of this discrep-
ancy remains controversial  [82, 90] . In any case, there 
is no question that Mendel’s fi ndings were correct. 

 Mendel discovered three laws: the law of unifor-
mity, which states that after crossing of two homozy-
gotes of different alleles the progeny of the fi rst fi lial 
generation (F 

1
 ) are all identical and heterozygous; the 

law of segregation, which postulated 1 : 2 : 1 segregation 
in intercrosses of heterozygotes and 1 : 1 segregation in 
backcrosses of heterozygotes with homozygotes; and 
the law of independence, which states that different 
segregating traits are transmitted independently. 

 What is so extraordinary in Mendel’s contribution 
that sets it apart from numerous other attempts in the 
nineteenth century to solve the problem of heredity? 
Three points are most important:

   1.    He simplifi ed the experimental approach by select-
ing characters with clear alternative distributions, 
examining them one by one, and proceeding only 
then to more complicated combinations.  

   2.    Evaluating his results, he did not content himself 
with qualitative statements but counted the different 
types. This led him to the statistical law governing 
these phenomena.  

   3.    He suggested the correct biological interpretation 
for this statistical law: The germ cells represent the 
constant forms that can be deduced from these 
experiments.     

 With this conclusion Mendel founded the concept of the 
gene, which has proved so fertile ever since. The history 

of genetics since 1900 is dominated by analysis of the 
gene. What had fi rst been a formal concept derived from 
statistical evidence has emerged as the base pair 
sequence of DNA, which contains the information for 
protein synthesis and for life in all its forms.  

  1.5  Application to Humans: Garrod’s 
Inborn Errors of Metabolism 

 The fi rst step of this development is described in this 
historical introduction: A. Garrod’s  [30]  paper on “The 
Incidence of Alkaptonuria: A Study in Chemical 
Individuality.” There are two reasons for giving special 
attention to this paper. For the fi rst time, Mendel’s gene 
concept was applied to a human character, and 
Mendel’s paradigm was introduced into research on 
humans. Additionally, this work contains many new 
ideas set out in a most lucid way. Garrod was a physi-
cian and in later life became the successor of Osler in 
the most prestigious chair of medicine at Oxford  [8] . 
His seminal contribution to human genetics remained 
unappreciated during his lifetime. Biologists paid little 
attention to the work of a physician. Their interest was 
concentrated more on the formal aspects of genetics 
rather than on gene action. The medical world did not 
understand the importance of his observations for 
medicine. Garrod fi rst mentioned the isolation of 
homogentisic acid from the urine of patients with 
alkaptonuria and stated the most important result of 
the investigations carried out so far:

  As far as our knowledge goes, an individual is either 
frankly alkaptonuric or conforms to the normal type, that 
is to say, excretes several grammes of homogentisic acid 
per diem or none at all. Its appearance in traces, or in 
gradually increasing or diminishing quantities, has never 
yet been observed. . . .   

 As a second important feature “the peculiarity is in the 
great majority of instances congenital. . . .” Thirdly: “The 
abnormality is apt to make its appearance in two or more 
brothers and sisters whose parents are normal and 
among whose forefathers there is no record of its having 
occurred.” Fourthly, in six of ten reported families the 
parents were fi rst cousins, whereas the incidence of 
fi rst-cousin marriages in contemporary England was 
estimated to be not higher than 3%. On the other hand, 
however, children with alkaptonuria are observed in a 
very small fraction only of all fi rst-cousin marriages. 
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 There is no reason to suppose that mere consanguin-
ity of parents can originate such a condition as alkapto-
nuria in their offspring, and we must rather seek an 
explanation in some peculiarity of the parents, which 
may remain latent for generations, but which has the best 
chance of asserting itself in the offspring of the union of 
two members of a family in which it is transmitted. 

 Then, Garrod mentioned the law of heredity discov-
ered by Mendel, which “offers a reasonable account of 
such phenomena” that are compatible with a recessive 
mode of inheritance as pointed out by Bateson  [37] . 
He cited another remark of Bateson and Saunders 
(Report to the Evolution Committee of the Royal 
Society)  [7]  with whom he had discussed his data:

  We note that the mating of fi rst cousins gives exactly the 
conditions most likely to enable a rare, and usually reces-
sive, character to show itself. If the bearer of such a gam-
ete mates with individuals not bearing it the character 
will hardly ever be seen; but fi rst cousins will frequently 
be the bearers of similar gametes, which may in such 
unions meet each other and thus lead to the manifestation 
of the peculiar recessive characters in the zygote.   

 After having cited critically some opinions on the pos-
sible causes of alkaptonuria, Garrod proceeded:

  The view that alkaptonuria is a “sport” or an alternative mode 
of metabolism will obviously gain considerably in weight if 
it can be shown that it is not an isolated example of such a 
chemical abnormality, but that there are other conditions 
which may reasonably be placed in the same category.   

 Having mentioned albinism and cystinuria as possible 
examples, he went on: “May it not well be that there 
are other such chemical abnormalities which are 
attended by no obvious peculiarities [as the three men-
tioned above] and which could only be revealed by 
chemical analysis?” And further:

  If it be, indeed, the case that in alkaptonuria and the other 
conditions mentioned we are dealing with individualities 
of metabolism and not with the results of morbid pro-
cesses the thought naturally presents itself that these are 
merely extreme examples of variations of chemical behav-
ior which are probably everywhere present in minor 
degrees and that just as no two individuals of a species are 
absolutely identical in bodily structure neither are their 
chemical processes carried out on exactly the same lines.   

 He suggested that differential responses toward drugs 
and infective agents could be the result of such chemi-
cal individualities. The paper presents the following 
new insights:

   (a)    Whether a person has alkaptonuria or not is a mat-
ter of a clear alternative – there are no transitory 

forms. This is indeed a condition for straightfor-
ward recognition of simple modes of inheritance. 

 The condition is observed in some sibs and not in 
parents. 

 The unaffected parents are frequently fi rst cousins. 
 This is explained by the hypothesis of a recessive 

mode of inheritance according to Mendel. The signifi -
cance of fi rst-cousin marriages is stressed especially 
for rare conditions; this may be a precursor to popula-
tion genetics.  

   (b)    Apart from alkaptonuria several other similar 
“sports” such as albinism and cystinuria may exist. 
This makes alkaptonuria the paradigm for the 
“inborn errors of metabolism.” In 1909 Garrod pub-
lished his classic monograph on this topic  [  31] .  

   (c)    These sports may be extreme and therefore conspic-
uous examples of a principle with  much more wide-
spread applicability.  Lesser chemical differences 
between human beings are so frequent that no human 
being is identical chemically to anyone else.     

 From these concepts Garrod drew more far-reaching 
conclusions, which are often overlooked. In a book 
published in 1931  [32]  and reprinted with a lengthy 
introduction by Scriver and Childs  [80] , Garrod sug-
gested that hereditary susceptibilities or diatheses are a 
predisposing factor for most common diseases and 
not merely for the rare inborn errors of metabolism. 
These concepts were precursors of current work to 
delineate the specifi c genes involved in the etiology of 
common disease. A valuable biography of Garrod was 
published by A. Bearn  [8] , who was a pioneer of 
human biochemical genetics in the 1950s and later. 

 Throughout this book the principle of a genetically 
determined individuality will govern our discussions. 
Garrod’s contribution may be contrasted with that of 
Adams  [23, 62, 64] . Apart from the “familial” occur-
rence of some hereditary diseases, Adams observed a 
number of phenomena that were not noted by Garrod, 
such as the late onset of some diseases, the intrafa-
milial correlation of age of onset, and the genetic pre-
disposition leading to manifest illness only under 
certain environmental conditions. However, Adams 
did not have Mendel’s paradigm. Therefore, his 
efforts could not lead to the development of an 
explanatory theory and coherent fi eld of science. 
Garrod did have this paradigm and used it, creating a 
new area of research: human biochemical genetics.  
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  1.6  Visible Transmitters of Genetic 

Information: Early Work 
on Chromosomes 

 Galton’s biometric analysis and Mendel’s hybridiza-
tion experiments both started with visible phenotypic 
differences between individuals. The gene concept 
was derived from the phenotypic outcome of certain 
crossings. At the time when Mendel carried out his 
experiments nothing was known about a possible sub-
stantial bearing of genetic information in the germ 
cells. During the decades to follow, however, up to the 
end of the nineteenth century, chromosomes were 
identifi ed, and mitosis and meiosis were analyzed. 
These processes were found to be highly regular and 
so obviously suited for orderly distribution of genetic 
information that in 1900 the parallelism of Mendelian 
segregation and chromosomal distribution during mei-
osis was realized, and chromosomes were identifi ed as 
bearers of the genetic information  [18] . 

 Many research workers contributed to the develop-
ment of cytogenetics  [5,  6] . O. Hertwig  [41]  fi rst 
observed animal fertilization and established the conti-
nuity of cell nuclei:  omnis nucleus e nucleo.  Flemming 
(1880−1882) discovered the separation of sister chro-
matids in mitosis [83, p 247];    van Beneden (1883)  [85]  
established the equal and regular distribution of chro-
mosomes to the daughter nuclei.    Boveri (1888)  [5]  
found evidence for the individuality of each pair of 
chromosomes.    Waldeyer (1888) (see  [18] ) coined the 
term “chromosome.” 

 Meanwhile,    Naegeli (1885)  [77]  had developed the 
concept of “idioplasma,” which contains – to use a 
modern term – the “information” for the development 
of the next generation  [67] . W. Roux  [77]  seems to 
have been the fi rst to set out by logical deduction which 
properties a carrier of genetic information was expected 
to have. He also concluded that the behavior of cell 
nuclei during division would perfectly fulfi ll these 
requirements. The most important specifi c property of 
meiotic divisions, the ordered reduction of genetic 
material, was fi rst recognized by Weismann. 

 These results and speculations set the stage for the 
identifi cation of chromosomes as carriers of the genetic 
information, which followed shortly after the rediscov-
ery of Mendel’s laws and apparently independently by 
different authors  [16, 20,   84] . 

 Chromosome studies and genetic analysis have 
remained intimately connected in cytogenetics ever 

since. Most basic facts were discovered and concepts 
developed using plants and insects as the principal 
experimental tools. The fruit fl y  Drosophila  played a 
particularly important role. 

 The development of human cytogenetics was 
delayed until 1956 when the correct number of human 
chromosomes was established as 46 by use of rather 
simple methods. It should be stressed that this delay 
could not be explained by the introduction of new 
cytological methods at that time. In fact, this discovery 
could have been made many years earlier. The delay 
was probably related to the lack of interest in human 
genetics by most laboratory-oriented medical scien-
tists. Human genetics did not exist as a scientifi c disci-
pline in medical schools since the fi eld was not felt to 
be a basic science fundamental to medicine. Hereditary 
diseases were considered as oddities that could not be 
studied by the methodology of medical science as 
exemplifi ed by the techniques of anatomy, biochemis-
try, physiology, microbiology, pathology, and pharma-
cology. Thus, most geneticists worked in biology 
departments of universities, colleges, or in agricultural 
stations. They were usually not attuned to problems of 
human biology and pathology, and there was little 
interest to study the human chromosomes. The discov-
ery of trisomy 21 as the cause of Down syndrome and 
the realization that many problems of sex differentiation 
owe their origin to sex chromosomal abnormalities 
established the central role of cytogenetics in medicine. 
Further details in the development of cytogenetics are 
described in Chap. 3.  

  1.7  Early Achievements in Human 
Genetics 

  1.7.1  AB0 and Rh Blood Groups 

 The discovery of the AB0 blood group system by 
Landsteiner in 1900  [50]  and the proof that these blood 
types are inherited (von Dungern and Hirschfeld  [87] ) 
was an outstanding example of Mendelian inheritance 
applied to a human character. Bernstein in 1924  [11]  
demonstrated that A, B, and 0 blood group characters 
are due to multiple alleles at one locus. The combined 
efforts of Wiener, Levine, and Landsteiner 25−30 years 
later led to discovery of the Rh factor and established 
that hemolytic disease of the newborn owes its origin 
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to immunological maternal−fetal incompatibility. The 
stage was set for the demonstration in the 1960s that 
Rh hemolytic disease of the newborn can be prevented 
by administration of anti-Rh antibodies to mothers at 
risk  [73,  100] .  

1.7.2    Hardy-Weinberg Law 

 Hardy  [36] , a British mathematici,an, and Weinberg 
 [92] , a German physician, at about the same time (1908) 
set out the fundamental theorem of population genetics, 
which explains why a dominant gene does not increase 
in frequency from generation to generation. Hardy pub-
lished his contribution in the United States in  Science.  
He felt that this work would be considered as too trivial 
by his mathematics colleagues to be published in the 
United Kingdom. Weinberg was a practicing physician 
who made many contributions to formal genetics. He 
developed a variety of methods in twin research  [91]  
and fi rst elaborated methods to correct for biased ascer-
tainment in recessive inheritance  [93] .  

  1.7.3  Developments Between 
1910 and 1930 

 The years between 1910 and 1930 saw no major new 
paradigmatic discoveries in human genetics. Most of 
the data in formal genetics (such as linkage, nondis-
junction, mutation rate) as well as the mapping of 
chromosomes were achieved by study of the fruit fl y, 
largely in the United States. Many scientists tried to 
apply the burgeoning insights of genetics to humans. 
British scientists exemplifi ed by Haldane excelled in 
the elaboration of a variety of statistical techniques 
required to deal with biased human data. The same 
period saw the development of the basic principles of 
population genetics by Haldane, Fisher, and Penrose 
 [69]  in England and by Wright in the United States. 
This body of knowledge became the foundation of 
population genetics and is still used by workers in that 
fi eld. In 1918, Fisher was able to resolve the bitter con-
troversies in England between the Mendelians, on the 
one hand, and followers of Galton (such as Pearson) 
on the other, by pointing out that correlations between 
relatives in metric traits can be explained by the com-
bined action of many individual genes  [26] . Novel 

steps in the development of medical genetics during 
this period were the establishment of empirical risk 
fi gures for schizophrenia and affective disorders by the 
Munich school of psychiatric genetics.   

  1.8  Human Genetics, the Eugenics 
Movement, and Politics 

  1.8.1  United Kingdom and United States 

 The fi rst decade of the century saw the development of 
eugenics in Europe and in the United States  [2,19,21,45,
55,  76] . Many biological scientists were impressed by 
their interpretation of an apparently all-pervasive infl u-
ence of genetic factors on most normal physical and 
mental traits as well as on mental retardation, mental dis-
ease, alcoholism, criminality, and various other sociopa-
thies. They became convinced that the human species 
should be concerned with encouragement of breeding 
between persons with desirable traits (positive eugenics) 
and discourage the sick, mentally retarded, and disabled 
from procreation (negative eugenics). 

 A recent reprint of Davenport’s 1911 book,  Heredity 
in Relation to Eugenics , is accompanied by thoughtful 
refl ections from contemporary geneticists on 
Davenport’s eugenic concepts and recommendations 
almost one hundred years later  [98] . Various eugenic 
study units were established in the United States 
(Eugenics Record Offi ce at Cold Spring Harbor) and 
the United Kingdom. Much of the scientifi c work pub-
lished by these institutions was of poor quality. 
Particularly, many different kinds of human traits such 
as “violent temper” and “wandering trait” were forced 
into Mendelian straightjackets. Most serious geneticists 
became disenchanted and privately disassociated them-
selves from this work. For various reasons, including 
those of friendship and collegiality with the eugenicists, 
the scientifi c geneticists did not register their disagree-
ment in public. Thus, the propagandists of eugenics 
continued their work with enthusiasm, and the fi eld 
acquired a much better reputation among some of the 
public than it deserved. Thus, many college courses on 
eugenics were introduced in the United States. 

 These trends had several important political conse-
quences. Eugenics sterilization laws were passed in 
many states in the United States, which made it possi-
ble to sterilize a variety of persons for traits such as 
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criminality for which no good scientifi c basis of inher-
itance existed. The attitude that led to the introduction 
of these laws is epitomized by United States Supreme 
Court Justice Holmes’ statement that “three genera-
tions of imbeciles are enough.” 

 Eugenic infl uences also played an important role in 
the passing of restrictive immigration laws in the 
United States. Using a variety of arguments the propo-
nents of eugenics claimed to show that Americans of 
northwestern European origin were more useful citi-
zens than those of southern European origin or those 
from Asia. Since such differences were claimed to be 
genetic in origin, immigration from southern and east-
ern European countries and from Asia was sharply 
curtailed. Similar trends were also operative in the 
United Kingdom. While solid work in human genetics 
was carried out by a few statistical geneticists, there 
was also much eugenic propaganda, including that by 
the distinguished statistician Pearson, the successor to 
Galton’s academic chair in London. 

 Kevles  [46]  has published a wide-ranging and 
insightful history of eugenics and human genetics in 
the Anglo-Saxon countries. His book is a most care-
fully researched and exhaustive study of the uses and 
abuses of eugenic concepts.  

  1.8.2  Germany 

 In Germany [ 9, 10, 34, 94, 95 ] eugenics took the name 
of  Rassenhygiene  from a book of that title published in 
1895 by Ploetz  [72] . The  Rassenhygiene  movement 
became associated with mystical concepts of race, 
Nordic superiority, and the fear of degeneration of the 
human race in general and that of the German  Volk  in 
particular by alcoholism, syphilis, and increased repro-
duction of the feebleminded or persons from the lower 
social strata. Often representatives of this movement 
became associated with a dangerous type of sociopoliti-
cal prejudice: antisemitism. They warned the public 
against contamination of German “blood” by Jewish 
infl uences. Most followers of the racial hygiene concept 
were nationalistic and opposed the development of an 
open society that allows individual freedom and demo-
cratic participation. They shared this attitude with a sig-
nifi cant segment of the educated classes in Germany. 
General eugenic ideas divorced from racism and other 
nationalist notions were often espoused by intellectuals 

who were concerned about the biological future of man-
kind. Thus, socialists publicized such views in Germany 
 [34] . In 1931, two years before Hitler’s coming into 
power, the German Society of Racial Hygiene added 
eugenics to its name. However, all efforts in this area 
soon became identifi ed with the Nazi ideology. 

 Prominent German human geneticists identifi ed 
themselves with the use of human genetics in the service 
of the Nazi state. Recognized scientists, such as Fischer, 
F. Lenz, Rüdin, and von Verschuer, accepted Nazi lead-
ership and Nazi philosophy. While most of the propa-
ganda for the new racial hygiene was not formulated by 
scientists but by representatives of the Nazi party, men 
such as Fischer and von Verschuer  [95]  participated in 
spreading Nazi race ideology. Jews were declared for-
eign genetic material to be removed from the German 
 Volk . A eugenic sterilization law was already passed in 
1933 that made forced sterilization obligatory for a vari-
ety of illnesses thought to be genetic in origin  [74] . 
Heredity courts were established to deal with interpreta-
tion of the sterilization law. This law was hailed by some 
eugenicists in the United States even at the end of the 
1930s  [47] . Sterilization laws for eugenic indications 
were also passed in some Scandinavian countries around 
the same time but allowed voluntary (in contrast to 
forced) sterilization  [74] . 

 The exact role of the German human geneticists in 
the increasing radicalization and excesses of the appli-
cation of Nazi philosophy has been assessed  [65, 74, 
95] ; von Verschuer’s role in sponsoring twin and other 
genetic research by his former assistant Mengele in the 
Auschwitz concentration and extermination camp is 
clear. We have no record that any voices were raised by 
these men in protest against “mercy killings” of the 
mentally retarded and newborn children with severe 
congenital defects nor against the mass killings of Jews. 
Evidence suggests that von Verschuer must have had 
some idea of such events, since he had continued con-
tact with Mengele when the mass killings at Auschwitz 
were at their height. The “fi nal solution” to the “Jewish 
problem” resulted in the murder of about 6 million Jews 
in the early 1940s  [75] . While there is no record that 
human geneticists favored this type of “solution,” their 
provision of so-called “scientifi c” evidence for a justifi -
cation of Nazi antisemitism helped to create a climate 
in which these mass murders became possible  [88] . 
This episode is one of the most macabre and tragic 
chapters in the history of man’s inhumanity to man in 
the name of pseudoscientifi c nationalism. Yet, despite 
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their racist publications, several such “scientists” 
(including von Verschuer) were given academic posi-
tions in post-World War II West Germany.  

   1.8.3  Soviet Union/Russia  
(see Harper, Chap. 16 in  [38] ) 

 Eugenics was initiated in the Soviet Union  [21,  34]  in 
the 1920s by the establishment of eugenics depart-
ments, a eugenic society, and a eugenics journal. 
Eugenic ideals soon clashed with the offi cial doctrine 
of Marxism-Leninism, however, and these efforts were 
abandoned by the late 1920s. Scientists who had 
become identifi ed with eugenics left the fi eld to work 
with plants and animals. 

 Remarkable work in early human cytogenetics was 
carried out between 1931 and 1936, such as using 
hypotonic solutions for spreading of chromosomes, 
analysis of cultured embryonic cells, chromosome 
analysis of human oocytes, and cytogenetic studies of 
leukemia and other cancers  [3,  4] . These studies were 
published in international journals and later taken up 
by American and European scientists some 20 years 
later. Would the critical chromosome-related discover-
ies of the 1950s have been made by Russian scientists 
if such work on human genetics had not been termi-
nated by Soviet antigenetic policies?  [38]  

 Interest in the medical application of human genet-
ics nevertheless persisted. A large institute of medical 
genetics, with 200 physicians, was established in 
Moscow during the 1920s. Its director, the physician 
S.G. Levit, made notable contributions  [54] , but was 
executed in 1938 (Chap. 16 in  [38] ), and human genet-
ics was offi cially declared a Nazi science. The later 
ascendance of Lysenko  [45]  stifl ed all work in genetics, 
including that of human genetics, and no work whatever 
was carried out in this fi eld until the early 1960s, after 
Lysenko’s domination ceased (pp. 435−450 in  [38] ). 
The reintroduction of human genetics into the Soviet 
Union occurred by way of medical genetics. A textbook 
of medical genetics was published by Efroimson in 
1964  [22] . A new institute of medical genetics was 
established in 1969 under the directorship of the cyto-
geneticist Bochkov, who had been trained by the well-
known  Drosophila  geneticist, Timofeeff-Ressovsky 
 [38] . Work in many areas of medical genetics, similar 
to that carried out elsewhere, is now done in Russia.  

  1.8.4  Human Behavior Genetics 

 Vigorous discussion continues regarding the role of 
genetic determinants in behavior, IQ, and personality. 
Some observers entirely deny genetic infl uences on 
normal behavior or social characteristics such as per-
sonality and intellect. This attitude toward genetics is 
shared by some psychologists and social scientists and 
even a few geneticists who are concerned about the 
possible future political and social misuse of studies in 
human behavioral genetics that claim to show genetic 
determinants of intelligence and social behavior. 

 We do not agree with those who deny any genetic 
infl uence on behavior or social traits in humans. 
However, we also caution against a too ready accep-
tance of results from comparison of twins and other 
relatives, which claim high heritabilities for many of 
these traits. Genetic data and pseudodata may be seri-
ously misused by political bodies. However, as biolo-
gists and physicians impressed by biological variation 
under genetic control, we would be surprised if the 
brain did not also show signifi cant variation in struc-
ture and function. Such variation is expected to affect 
intellect, personality, and behavior, and usually will 
interact with environmental factors. The extent to 
which genetic variation contributes to such traits, and 
especially the biological nature of such variation, will 
have to await further studies.   

  1.9  Development of Medical Genetics 
(1950−the Present) 

  1.9.1  Genetic Epidemiology 

 In the 1940s and 1950s a number of institutions pio-
neered in research on epidemiology of genetic diseases. 
T. Kemp’s institute in Copenhagen, J.V. Neel’s depart-
ment in Ann Arbor, Michigan, and A.C. Stevenson’s in 
Northern Ireland and later in Oxford contributed much 
to our knowledge on prevalence, modes of inheritance, 
heterogeneity, and mutation rates of various hereditary 
diseases. Recent years have seen a renaissance in this 
area, with special attention to analysis of common com-
plex diseases (see    Chap. 8.1). Utilization of new labora-
tory methods, including DNA techniques, together with 
more powerful methods of association studies, and the 
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search for rare mutations and structural chromosome 
changes, provide powerful new approaches in this 
area.  

  1.9.2  Biochemical Methods 

 The years after World War II brought a rapid expansion 
in the fi eld of human genetics by the development of 
biochemical, molecular, and cytological methods. 
Human genetics, which had been the concern largely of 
statistically oriented scientists, now entered the main-
stream of medical research. The demonstration by 
Pauling et al.  [68]  that sickle cell anemia is a molecular 
disease was a key event in this area. The hemoglobins 
allowed detailed study of the consequences of mutation. 
The genetic code was found to be valid for organisms as 
far apart as viruses and humans. Many detectable muta-
tions were found to be single amino acid substitutions, 
but deletions of various sorts and frameshift mutations 
similar to those discovered in micro-organisms were 
discovered. The nucleotide sequences of the hemoglo-
bin genes were worked out using techniques developed 
in biochemistry and molecular genetics. Many inborn 
errors of metabolism were shown to originate in various 
enzyme defi ciencies, often caused by a genetic mutation 
that changes enzyme structure. Methemoglobinemia 
due to diaphorase defi ciency and glycogen storage dis-
ease were the fi rst enzyme defects to be demonstrated.  

  1.9.3  Genetic and Biochemical 
Individuality 

 Work on hemoglobin and variants of the enzyme glu-
cose-6-phosphate-dehydrogenase and other enzymes 
helped to establish the concept of extensive mutational 
variation. Biochemical individuality explained some 
drug reactions and led to the development of the fi eld 
of pharmacogenetics  [61, 86, 63, 35] . Marked bio-
chemical heterogeneity of human enzymes and pro-
teins was shown  [39] . The uniqueness of humans, 
which is apparent by the physiognomic singularity of 
each human being, was shown to apply at the biochem-
ical and immunological level as well. Here, as in sev-
eral other fi elds (such as the hemoglobin variants and 
the mechanism of sex determination), studies in 

humans led the way to generally valid biological rules. 
The signifi cance of polymorphism for the population 
structure (including that of humans) is being widely 
studied by population geneticists. The hypothesis that 
some expressed polymorphisms are the genetic sub-
strate against which the environment acts to determine 
susceptibility and resistance to common disease led to 
the development of the fi eld of ecogenetics  [13,  17] . 
The histocompatibility gene complex has become an 
important paradigm for the understanding of why sev-
eral genes with related function occur in closely linked 
clusters. This locus appears to be of great importance 
to understand susceptibility to autoimmune diseases. 
An enormous amount of apparently unexpressed 
genetic variation has been demonstrated at the DNA 
and chromosomal level.  

  1.9.4  Cytogenetics, Somatic Cell Genetics, 
Prenatal Diagnosis, Clinical 
Genetics 

 After cytogenetic techniques became available, they 
were applied to detect many types of birth defects and 
intersex states. A specifi c type of malignancy, chronic 
myelogenous leukemia, was shown to be caused by a 
unique chromosomal translocation  [78] . Banding tech-
niques developed by Caspersson in 1969 made it pos-
sible to visualize each human chromosome and gave 
cytogenetic methods added powers of resolution. 

 Soon, biochemical and cytogenetic techniques were 
combined in somatic cell genetics. Specifi c enzyme 
defects were identifi ed in single cells grown in tissue 
cultures. The development of methods to hybridize 
human with mouse cells by Henry Harris and Watkins 
 [40]  and Ephrussi and Weiss  [25]  soon allowed the 
assignment of many genes to specifi c chromosomes 
and the construction of a human linkage map. 

 The developments in somatic cell genetics led to 
the introduction of prenatal diagnosis in the late 1960s, 
when amniocentesis at the beginning of the second 
trimester of pregnancy was developed. This allowed 
tissue cultures of amniotic cells of fetal origin, permit-
ting both cytogenetic and biochemical characterization 
of fetal genotypes, assignment of sex, and the diagnosis 
of a variety of disorders in utero. In the early 1980s 
chorion villus biopsy – a procedure done during the 
fi rst trimester of pregnancy – was introduced, and is 
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being widely used. The discovery that neural tube 
defects are associated with increases in   a  -fetoprotein 
of the amniotic fl uid permits intrauterine diagnosis of 
an important group of birth defects  [14] . Ultrasound 
methods to visualize the placenta and to diagnose fetal 
abnormalities added to the diagnostic armamentarium. 
This noninvasive method allows phenotypic diagnosis 
of a variety of fetal defects more frequently. 

  Clinical Genetics.  The fi eld of clinical genetics was 
initiated in the 1970s  [58]  and has been growing 
 rapidly. Many medical schools and hospitals are estab-
lishing special clinics in which genetic diseases can be 
diagnosed and genetic counseling provided. The hetero-
geneity of genetic disease has been increasingly recog-
nized. Genetic counseling – often by specially trained 
genetic counselors – is now intensifi ed to provide patients 
and their families with information on the natural history 
of the disease, recurrence risks, and reproductive options. 
Screening programs of the entire newborn population 
for diseases such as phenylketonuria are being intro-
duced in many countries, and other screening programs 
such as those to detect carriers of Tay-Sachs disease and 
other conditions more common among Ashkenazi Jews 
have undergone extensive trials  [81] . 

 With the advent of novel biochemical and DNA tech-
niques (Chap. 4), basic work in human genetics is now 
performed increasingly by biochemists, cell biologists, 
molecular biologists, and others, who do not necessarily 
have training in human genetics. However, human genet-
ics is identifi ed with medical genetics in many of its 
activities. The scientifi c developments of the past decades 
are thus being widely applied in practical medicine.  

  1.9.5  DNA Technology in Medical Genetics 

 Advances in molecular genetics and DNA technology 
are being applied rapidly to practical problems of 
medical genetics. Since understanding of the hemoglo-
bin genes was more advanced than that of other 
genetic systems, the initial applications related to the 
diagnosis of hemoglobinopathies (Chap. 11). Several 
methods are now being utilized. Inherited variation 
in DNA sequence that is phenotypically silent was 
found to be common, supplying a vast number of 
DNA polymorphisms for study. Just as everyone’s 
physiognomy is unique, each person (except for 
identical twins) has a unique DNA pattern. DNA 

variants are being used in family or association stud-
ies as genetic markers to detect the presence of 
closely linked genes causing diseases. Direct detec-
tion of genetic disease has been achieved by utilizing 
nucleotide probes that are homologous to the muta-
tions that are searched for. The polymerase chain 
reaction, together with rapidly increasing knowledge 
on human DNA sequences, has opened up new 
opportunities for direct diagnosis at the DNA level. 
Occasionally, a specifi c restriction enzyme may 
detect the mutational lesion. Different DNA muta-
tions at the same locus frequently cause an identical 
phenotypic disease. This fi nding makes direct DNA 
diagnosis without family study diffi cult unless the 
specifi c mutation that causes the disease is known. 

 Completion of the human gene map and human gene 
sequence was achieved at the beginning of this century. 
Several hundred DNA markers and SNPs that are 
spaced over all chromosomes provide the necessary 
landmarks for detection of the genes for monogenic 
diseases and are beginning to hint at the contribution of 
specifi c genes to common diseases. 

 Using normal DNA carried by innocuous viruses to 
treat patients with genetic diseases carried by defective 
DNA has been under study for the last 15 years (   Chap. 
26). Such gene transfer aims to repair affected somatic 
cells (somatic gene therapy). Human studies have been 
done but no defi nitive cures have been reported. However, 
acute leukemia developed in several children treated for 
hereditary antibody syndrome presumably due to activa-
tion of oncogenes. Germinal gene therapy, i.e., insertion 
of normal genes into defective germ cells (or fertilized 
eggs) for treatment of human genetic disease, has never 
been carried out and is not considered ready for safe 
study. Such an approach is highly controversial, and is 
even prohibited by law in some countries. 

 McKusick  [59]  described a variety of paradigm 
shifts in the study of human and medical genetics in 
recent years. These included an emphasis from struc-
tural to functional genomics, from map-based to 
sequence-based gene discovery, from monogenic dis-
ease diagnosis to detection of common disorder sus-
ceptibility, from the search for etiology to exploration 
of mechanisms, from an emphasis on single genes to 
approaches on systems pathways and gene families, 
from genomics to proteomics and from “old- fashioned” 
medical genetics to “genetic medicine,” implying that 
genes may be involved in all diseases. McKusick 
(p. 28 in  [59] ) further pointed out that human genetics 
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in recent years has been “medicalized,” “subspecial-
ized,” “professionalized,” “molecularized,” “commer-
cialized,” and even “consumerized.”  

  1.9.6  The “Industrialization” 
of Discoveries and Team Efforts 

 The technological advances, the enormous amount of 
data generated, the size of the genomes, the impressive 
variability of individual genomes, the necessary spe-
cialized expertise in several disciplines, and the revo-
lution in communication technologies all resulted in 
the organization and execution of mega-projects related 
to human genetics in the last 15 years in order to 
achieve results freely available to the community that 
provide genome-wide answers to the objectives. These 
projects, mostly international and funded by different 
funding agents, often included more than 50 different 
laboratories and 200 scientists. This paradigm shift is 
similar to the evolution of experimentation in physics, 
and underscores the importance of international coop-
eration in genomic discoveries. In addition, it is 
remarkable that most of the funding was provided by 
public sources. The completion of the human genome 
sequence was the fi rst example of such international 
projects  [44,  49] . Other examples include the sequence 
of the genomes of other organisms and comparative 
genome analysis  [89] , the identifi cation of the com-
mon genomic variation in a number of human popula-
tion groups (HapMap project  [28,42,  43] ), the ENCODE 
project to identify the functional elements in the human 
genome and that of selected model organisms  [  12] , 
and the genome-wide association studies to identify 
common risk variants for the common complex phe-
notypes  [56,79,  97]  (Chap. 8.1). More recently, the 
1000 Genomes Project (  http://www.1000genomes.org    ) 
and other related efforts aim to identify all genetic 
variation in the genomes of individuals. The major 
challenge in the future is to provide causative links 
between genomic variants and phenotypic variation.  

  1.9.7  Unsolved Problems 

 Human genetics had been most successful by being 
able to guide work that was made possible by the 
development of techniques from various areas of 

 biology using Mendelian concepts. Important basic 
frontiers that are still being extended concern problems 
of gene regulation, especially during embryonic devel-
opment, control of the immune system and of brain 
function. Human genetics is likely to contribute to 
these problems by imaginative use of the study of 
genetic variation and disease applying novel concepts 
and techniques. In medical genetics, the problem of 
common diseases including many birth defects requires 
study of the specifi c genes and their interactions 
involved in such diseases. Insights into the mecha-
nisms of gene action during the aging process remain 
to be elucidated. 

 As shown by the many advances in description of 
genomic anatomy (see Chap. 2) where function is not 
yet fully understood, there is much need for research in 
both basic and translational approaches in order to elu-
cidate the role of genomic biology and post-genomic 
interactions in health and disease. The remarkable 
similarity of humans and other mammals (and even of 
more primitive organisms) in both gene number and 
gene function had not been entirely expected, demon-
strating that both new concepts and technical methods 
will be required to understand and utilize our current 
and future knowledge for applications in prevention 
and treatment of disease. 

 At fi rst glance, the history of human genetics over 
the past 50 years reads like a succession of victories. 
The reader could conclude that human geneticists of 
the last generation pursued noble science to the bene-
fi t of mankind. However, how will posterity judge cur-
rent efforts to make use of our science for the benefi t 
of mankind as we understand it? Will the ethical dis-
tinction between selective abortion of a fetus with 
Down syndrome and infanticide of severely mal-
formed newborns be recognized by our descendants? 
Are we again moving down the “slippery slope?” 

 Issues such as selective termination of pregnancy 
due to disadvantageous genomic variation need to be 
re-discussed and re-debated due to the ability to 
diagnose genomic variants with low-penetrance phe-
notypic consequences. As the dividing line between 
“severe phenotype” alleles and “low burden” alleles 
becomes blurred and individualized, consensus crite-
ria and compromised solutions are fl uid and constantly 
revised. Genetic medicine gradually becomes a cen-
tral preoccupation of health professionals, the patients 
and their families, and presymptomatic healthy 
clients.       
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 Human Genome Sequence and Variation     

     Stylianos   E.   Antonarakis       

   2.1   The Human Genome 

 In order to be able to understand the biological impor-
tance of the genetic information in health and disease 
(assign a particular phenotype to a genome variant) we 

fi rst needed to know the entire nucleotide sequence of 
the human genome. Thus an international collabora-
tive project has been undertaken named “The Human 
Genome Project” to determine the nucleotide sequence 
of the human genome. The project was initiated on 1 
October 1990 and was essentially completed in 2004. 
The potential medical benefi ts from the knowledge of 
the human genome sequence were the major rationale 
behind the funding of this international project. In 
addition, the involvement and contributions of the bio-
technology company Celera may have provided the 
necessary competition for the timely completion of the 
project. The last (third) edition of this book was pub-
lished in 1997 before the knowledge of the human 
genome sequence; thus, this fourth (“postgenome”) 
edition of the book proudly begins with the discussion 
of “genome anatomy,” as the genomic sequence was 
named by Victor McKusick. 

 The goals of the different phases of the Human 
Genome Project were to: (1) determine the linkage 
map of the human genome  [1,   60] ; (2) construct a 
physical map of the genome by means of cloning all 
fragments and arrange them in the correct order  [32, 
  69] ; (3) determine the nucleotide sequence of the 
genome; and (4) provide an initial exploration of the 
variation among human genomes. 

 As of October 2004 about 93% of the human 
genome (which corresponds to 99% of the euchromatic 
portion of the genome) had been sequenced to an accu-
racy of better than one error in 100,000 nucleotides 

2

  Abstract   The knowledge of the content of the individual human genomes has 
become a  sine qua non  for the understanding of the relationship between geno-
typic and phenotypic variability. The genome sequence and the ongoing functional 
annotation require both comparative genome analysis among different species and 
experimental validation. Extensive common and rare genomic variability exists 
that strongly influences genome function among individuals, partially determining 
 disease susceptibility.    
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  Table 2.1       Taken from http://genome.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/
stats.html#hg18, showing the number of nucleotides per 
chromosome in the reference genome. Chromosome “M” is the 
DNA of the mitochondrial genome (see Sect. 2.1.3)     

 [3,   84,   137] . The DNA that was utilized for sequencing 
from the public effort came from a number of anony-
mous donors  [84] , while that from the industrial effort 
came from fi ve subjects of which one is eponymous, 
Dr. J.C. Venter  [85,   137] . The methodology used was 
also different between the two participants: the public 
effort sequenced cloned DNA fragments that had been 
previously mapped, while that of Celera sequenced 
both ends of unmapped cloned fragments and subse-
quently assembled them in continuous genomic 
sequences. Detailed descriptions of the genome con-
tent per chromosome have been published; the fi rst 
“completed” chromosome published was chromosome 
22 in 1999, chromosome 21 was published in 2000, 
and all other chromosomes followed in the next 6 years 
 [38,   39,   45,   46,   55,   57,   62,   63,   66,   67,   70,   91,   97,   98, 
  101,   102,   111,   120,   121,   125,   131,   152,   153] . Figure  2.1  
shows the parts of the genome (mainly the heterochro-
matic fraction) that have not yet been sequenced: the 
pericentromeric regions, the secondary constrictions 
of 1q, 9q, 16q, the short arms of acrocentric chromo-
somes (13p, 14p, 15p, 21p, 22p), and the distal Yq 
chromosome.  

 The total number of nucleotides of the fi nished 
sequence is 2,858,018,193 while the total estimated 
length that includes the current gaps is ~3,080,419,480 
nucleotides (see Table  2.1 , taken from the last hg18 
assembly of the human genome http://genome.ucsc.
edu/goldenPath/stats.html#hg18). The length of the 
human chromosomes ranges from ~46 Mb to ~247 Mb. 
The average GC content of the human genome is 41%. 
This varies considerably among the different 
 chromosomes and within the different bands of each 
chromosome. Chromosomal bands positive for Giemsa 
staining have lower average GC content of 37%, while 

in Giemsa-negative bands the average GC content is 
45%. Interestingly, Giemsa-negative bands are gene-
rich regions of DNA (see Chap. 3, Sect. 3.2.4).  

 Figure  2.2  shows the current status of the “comple-
tion” of the human genome sequence  [3] . Red bars 
above the chromosomes represent the sequence gaps. 
The DNA content of the red blocks (heterochromatin) 
is still unknown. Heterochromatic regions of chromo-
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1q, 9q, 16q
1%

Distal Yq
1%

Acrocentric
Arms

13p, 14p, 15p,
21p, 22p
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1%

Euchromatic
sequenced

93%

  Fig. 2.1    Pie chart of the fractions of the genomes 
sequenced ( blue ) and not sequenced ( non-blue )       
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somes are those that remain highly condensed through-
out the cell cycle (see Chap. 3, Sect. 3.2.1); it is thought 
that transcription is limited in these regions that contain 
a considerable number of repetitive elements that ren-
ders the assembly of their sequence almost impossible.  

 The sequence of the human genome is freely and 
publicly available on the following genome browsers, 
which also contain many additional annotations (see 
also Chap. 29):

   (a)    http://genome.ucsc.edu/  
   (b)    http://www.ensembl.org/  
   (c)     http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/guide/

human/     

 Representative pages of two of these browsers are 
shown in Fig.  2.3 .  

 There is now a considerable effort internationally to 
identify all the functional elements of the human 
genome. A collaborative project called ENCODE 
(ENcyclopedia Of DNA Elements) is currently in 
progress with the ambitious objective to identify all 
functional elements of the human genome  [2,   19] . 

 The genome of modern humans, as a result of the 
evolutionary process, has similarities with the genomes 
of other species. The order of genomic elements has 
been conserved in patches within different species 
such that we could recognize today regions of synteny 
in different species, i.e., regions that contain ortholo-
gous genes and other conserved functional elements. 
Figure  2.4  shows a synteny map of conserved genomic 
segments in human and mouse.  

 The current classifi cation of the functional elements 
of the genome contains:

   1.    Protein-coding genes  
   2.    Noncoding, RNA-only genes  
   3.    Regions of transcription regulation  
   4.    Conserved elements not included in the above 

categories     

   2.1.1   Functional Elements 

   2.1.1.1   Protein-Coding Genes 

 The total number of protein-coding genes is a moving 
target, since this number depends on the functional 
annotation of the genome, the comparative analysis 
with the genomes of other species, and the experimen-
tal validation. The so-called CCDS set ( c onsensus  c o d-
 ing  s equence) is built by consensus among the European 
Bioinformatics Institute (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/), the 
National Center for Biotechnology Information (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), the Wellcome Trust Sanger 
Institute (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/), and the University 
of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC; http://www.cbse.
ucsc.edu/). At the last update (5 July 2009; genome 
build 36.3) CCDS contains 17,052 genes. This is the 
minimum set of protein-coding genes included in all 
genomic databases. The reference sequence (RefSeq) 
collection of genes of the NCBI contains 20,366 pro-
tein-coding gene entries (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

  Fig. 2.2    Schematic representation of the completion of the human genome per chromosome.  Red regions  represent areas not sequenced; 
 blue regions below the chromosomal line  represent gaps in the sequences. The major blocks of unknown sequence include the short 
arms of acrocentric chromosomes, the pericentromeric sequences, and the large heterochromatic regions (From [3])       
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RefSeq/); the UCSC collection of genes contains 
23,008 entries (http://genome.ucsc.edu/); the Ensembl 
browser contains 21,416 entries (23 June 2009; build 
36; http://www.ensembl.org/Homo_sapiens/Info/
StatsTable). The total number of annotated exons listed 
in the Ensembl database is 297,252 (23 June 2009; 
build 36). The discrepancy among the databases refl ects 
the ongoing and unfi nished annotation of the genome. 

 Table  2.2  lists the number of protein-coding and 
other genes in humans taken from different databases.  

 The human genes are not equally distributed in the 
chromosomes. In general, Giemsa pale bands are gene 
rich, and this results in unequal numbers of genes per 
size unit for the different chromosomes. Figure  2.5  
from  [84]  displays the gene density per megabase for 

each chromosome and the correlation with CpG-rich 
islands.  

 Chromosomes 22, 17, and 19 are unusually gene-
rich, while chromosomes 13, 18, and X are relatively 
gene-poor (interestingly, trisomies for chromosomes 
13 and 18 are among the few human trisomies at birth). 
The average number of exons per gene is nine, and the 
average exon size is 122 nucleotides. Thus, the total 
number of annotated exons range from 210,000 to 
300,000 (depending on the database), and the total 
exonic genome size is up to 78 Mb. 

 The mapping position of the genes can be seen in 
the genome browsers, and their names can be found in 
the gene nomenclature Web site, which contains 28,182 
entries (http://www.genenames.org/; 30 June 2009). 

  Fig. 2.3    ( a ) Screenshot of the UCSC genome browser (http://
genome.ucsc.edu/) for a 1-Mb region of chromosome 21 (21: 
37,286,615–38,286,614). Among the many features that could 
be displayed, the fi gure shows genes, sequence conservation in 
17 species, and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that 
map in this 1-Mb region. The tracks shown from  top to bottom  

include: a scale for the genomic region, the exact location in 
nucleotides, schematic representation of genes included in the 
UCSC database, the mRNAs from GenBank, the conservation in 
the species shown, and the location of SNPs. The  color  of some 
SNPs corresponds to synonymous and nonsynonymous 
substitutions.
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 A single gene may have different isoforms due to 
alternative splicing of exons, alternative utilization of 
the fi rst exon, and alternative 5 ¢  and 3 ¢  untranslated 
regions. There are on average 1.4–2.3 transcripts per 
gene according the different databases (Table  2.2 ); this 
is likely an underestimate since, in the pilot ENCODE 
1% of the genome that has been extensively studied, 
there are 5.7 transcripts per gene  [19,   61] . The average 
number of exons per gene, depending on the database, 
ranges from 7.7 to 10.9. 

 The size of genes and number of exons vary enor-
mously. The average genomic size of genes (according 
to the current annotation) is 27 kb. There are, however, 
small genes that occupy less than 1 kb, and large genes 
that extend to more than 2,400 kb of genomic space. 
There are intronless genes (e.g., histones) and others 
with more than 360 introns (e.g., titin). 

 The initial results of the ENCODE and other similar 
projects provided evidence for additional exons to the 

annotated genes; these exons could be hundreds of kilo-
bases away (usually 5 ¢ ) to the annotated gene elements 
 [19,   40,   44] . In addition, there is evidence for chimeric 
transcripts that join two “independent” genes  [103] . The 
investigation of these complicated transcripts is ongoing, 
and the functional signifi cance of them is unknown. 

 Protein-coding genes can be grouped in families 
according to their similarity with other genes. These 
families of genes are the result of the evolutionary pro-
cesses that shaped up the genomes of the human and 
other species. The members of the gene families could 
be organized in a single cluster or multiple clusters, or 
could be dispersed in the genome. Examples of gene 
families include the globin, immunoglobulin, histones, 
and olfactory receptors gene families. Furthermore, genes 
encode proteins with diverse but recognizable domains. 
The database Pfam (http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/, http://
www.uniprot.org/) is a comprehensive collection of 
protein domains and families  [48] ; the current release 

Fig. 2.3 (continued) ( b ) Screenshot of the Ensembl genome 
browser (http://www.ensembl.org) for a 1-Mb region of chro-
mosome 21 (21: 37,286,615–38,286,614). Among the many 
features that could be displayed, the fi gure shows genes 
(Ensembl/Havana gene track), noncoding RNAs (ncRNA gene 

track), sequence conservation in 31 species (31-way GERP 
track), and GC content in this 1-Mb region. The different 
browsers have similarities and differences, and some features 
could only be displayed in one browser (for details see 
Chaps. 29.1 and 29.2)         
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of Pfam (23.0) contains 10,340 protein families. For 
example, the WD40 domain family (PF00400) includes 
609 human genes, while the homeobox domain family 

(PF00046) has 430 genes. The identifi cation of 
domains helps in the prediction of the function and 
structure of a protein. 

 Pseudogenes are “dead” nonfunctional genes. These 
sequences that could be transcribed and spliced contain 
mutations that render them inactive. Pseudogenes could 
be generated by several mechanisms that include:

   1.    Gene duplication events in which one of the dupli-
cated copies accumulates inactivating mutations; 
alternatively, the duplicated genes may be trun-
cated. These pseudogenes are also called nonproc-
essed pseudogenes.  

   2.    Transposition events in which a copy of cDNA is 
reinserted into the genome. These pseudogenes, 
also called “processed,” are not functional, usually 
because they lack regulatory elements that promote 
transcription. In addition, inactivating mutations 
also occur in processed pseudogenes.     

 The current estimated number of human pseudogenes 
(according to one of the databases http://www.pseudo-
gene.org/human/index.php)  [151]  is 12,534 (~8,000 
are processed and ~4,000 duplicated pseudogenes; 
build 36); while according to the Ensembl browser the 
number is 9,899 (build 36; 23 June 2009). These 
pseudogenes belong to 1,790 families; e.g., the immu-
noglobulin gene family has 1,151 genes and 335 
pseudogenes, while the protein kinase gene family has 
1,159 genes and 159 pseudogenes (http://pseudofam.
pseudogene.org/pages/psfam/overview.jsf). 

 The total number of human genes is not dramati-
cally different from that of other “less” complex organ-
isms. Figure  2.6  depicts the current estimate of the 
protein-coding gene number for selected species.   

   2.1.1.2   Noncoding, RNA-Only Genes 

 Besides the protein-coding genes, there is a growing 
number of additional genes (transcripts) that produce an 

  Fig. 2.4    Schematic representation of the observed genomic 
segments between the human and mouse genomes. The color 
code of the human chromosomes corresponds to the different 
mouse chromosomes shown on the bottom. For example, human 
chromosome 20 is all homologous to mouse chromosome 2; 
human chromosome 21 is homologous to mouse chromosomes 
16, 17, and 10. Centromeric, and heterochromatic regions, and 
acrocentric p-arms are in  black . (From  [84] )       

  Table 2.2    Human gene, exon, and transcript counts from various databases   

 Database 
(June 2009) 

 Protein-coding 
genes 

 RNA-only 
genes  Total genes 

 Total number 
of transcripts 

 Total number 
of exons 

 Average exons 
per gene 

 Average 
transcripts 
per gene 

 CCDS  17,052  45,428  2.7 
 Ensembl  21,416  5,732  27,148  62,877  297,252  10.9  2.3 
 UCSC  23,008  9,155  32,163  66,802  246,775   7.7  2.1 
 RefSeq  20,366  2,044  22,410  31,957  211,546   9.4  1.4 
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RNA that is not translated to protein (see the databases 
http://biobases.ibch.poznan.pl/ncRNA/, http://www.
ncrna.org/frnadb/search.html, http://www.sanger.ac.
uk/Software/Rfam/ and  [56] ). Table  2.2  contains the 
current number of these genes, which ranges from 
2,044 in RefSeq to 9,155 in the UCSC browser. 

 The different classes of RNA-only genes are briefl y 
discussed below: 

  Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) Genes   [53,   82,   84] : ~650–
900. These are genes organized in tandemly arranged 

clusters in the short arms of the fi ve acrocentric 
 chromosomes (13, 14, 15, 21, and 22). The transcripts 
for 28 S, 5.8 S, and 18 S rRNAs are included in one 
transcription unit, repeated 30–50 times per chromo-
some. These tandemly arranged genes are continu-
ously subjected to concerted evolution, which results 
in homogeneous sequences due to unequal homolo-
gous exchanges. The transcripts for the 5 S rRNAs are 
also tandemly arranged, and the majority map to chro-
mosome 1qter. There exist also several pseudogenes 

  Fig. 2.6    Histogram of the current (5 July 2009) estimate of the number of protein-coding genes in different selected species from 
the Ensembl browser. These numbers are subject to change       
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for all classes. The total number of these genes is 
 polymorphic in different individuals. The best  estimates 
of the number of rRNA genes are: 

 28 S (components of the large cytoplasmic 
ribosomal subunit) 

 ~150–200 

 5.8 S (components of the large cytoplasmic 
ribosomal subunit) 

 ~150–200 

 5 S (components of the large cytoplasmic 
ribosomal subunit) 

 ~200–300 

 18 S (components of the small cytoplasmic 
ribosomal subunit) 

 ~150–200 

  Transfer RNA (tRNA) : ~500 (49 Types). At the last 
count there are 497 transfer RNA genes (usually 74–95 
nucleotides long) encoded by the nucleus and tran-
scribed by RNA polymerase III (additional tRNAs are 
encoded by the mitochondria genome). There are also 
324 tRNA pseudogenes  [84] . The tRNA nuclear genes 
form 49 groups for the 61 different sense codons. 
Although the tRNA genes are dispersed throughout the 
genome, more than 50% of these map to either chro-
mosomes 1 or 6; remarkably 25% of tRNAs map to a 
4-Mb region of chromosome 6. 

  Small Nuclear RNA (snRNA)   [84,   87,   105] : ~100. 
These are heterogeneous small RNAs. A notable fraction 
of these are the spliceosome  [139]  RNA genes many of 
which are uridine-rich; the U1 group contains 16 genes, 
while U2 contains six, U4 4, U6 44, and the other sub-
classes are represented by one member. Some of these 
genes are clustered, and there is also a large number of 
pseudogenes (more than 100 for the U6 class). 

  Small Nucleolar RNA (snoRNA) : ~200. This is a large 
class of RNA genes that process and modify the tRNAs 
and snRNAs  [135,   147] . There are two main families: 
C/D box snoRNAs that are involved in specifi c methyla-
tions of other RNAs; and H/ACA snoRNAs, mostly 
involved in site-specifi c pseudouridylations. Initially, 
there were 69 recognized in the fi rst family and 15 in the 
second  [84] ; however, the total number is probably larger. 
A cluster of snoRNAs maps to chromosome 15q in the 
Prader–Willi syndrome region (at least 80 copies); dele-
tions of which are involved in the pathogenesis of this 
syndrome  [26,   117] . Another cluster of snoRNAs maps 
to chromosome 14q32 (~40 copies). The majority of 
snoRNAs map to introns of protein-coding genes and 
can be transcribed by RNA polymerase II or III. 

  Micro RNAs (miRNA) : (706 Entries on 26 June 
2009). These are single-stranded RNA molecules of 

about 21–23 nt in length that regulate the expression of 
other genes. miRNAs are encoded by RNA genes that 
are transcribed from DNA but not translated into pro-
tein; instead they are processed from primary tran-
scripts known as pri-miRNA to short stem-loop 
structures called pre-miRNA and fi nally to functional 
miRNA. Mature miRNA molecules are complemen-
tary to regions in one or more messenger RNA (mRNA) 
molecules, which they target for degradation. A data-
base of the known and putative miRNAs, and their 
potential targets, can be found in http://microrna.
sanger.ac.uk/. miRNAs have been shown to be involved 
in human disorders. 

  Large Intervening Noncoding RNAs (LincRNAs) : 
~1,600. This new class has been recently identifi ed 
using trimethylation of Lys4 of histone H3 as a genomic 
mark to observe RNA PolII transcripts at their pro-
moter, and trimethylation of Lys36 of histone H3 
marks along the length of the transcribed region  [95]  to 
identify the spectrum of PolII transcripts. Approximately 
1,600 such LincRNA transcripts have been found 
across four mouse cell types (embryonic stem cells, 
embryonic fi broblasts, lung fi broblasts, and neural pre-
cursor cells)  [59] . Among the “exons” of these 
LincRNAs, approximately half are conserved in mam-
malian genomes, and are thus present in human. Since 
this class was described in 2009, further work is needed 
for its characterization and validation, as well as the 
potential overlap of its members with the other 
classes. 

  Other Noncoding RNAs   [7,   75,   113,   126,   136] : 
~1,500. The fi eld of noncoding RNA series is con-
stantly expanding. Some of these RNA genes include 
molecules with known function such as the telomerase 
RNA, the 7SL signal recognition particle RNA, and 
the XIST long transcript involved on the X-inactivation 
 [23] . There are also numerous antisense noncoding 
RNAs, and the current effort to annotate the genome 
suggests that a substantial fraction of the transcripts 
are noncoding RNAs.  

   2.1.1.3   Regions of Transcription Regulation 

 The genome certainly contains information for the 
regulation of transcription. The current list of these 
regulatory elements includes promoters, enhancers, 
silencers, and locus control regions  [92] . These ele-
ments are usually found in  cis  to the transcriptional 
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unit, but there is growing evidence that there is also 
 trans  regulation of transcription. The discovery of the 
regulatory elements, their functional interrelation-
ship, and their spatiotemporal specifi city provides a 
considerable challenge. A systematic effort during 
the pilot ENCODE project has provided initial exper-
imental evidence for genomic regions with enriched 
binding of transcription factors  [19,   80,   86,   133] . A 
total of 1,393 regulatory genomic clusters were, for 
example, identifi ed in the pilot ENCODE regions; 
remarkably only ~25% of these map to previously 
known regulatory regions and only ~60% of these 
regions overlap with evolutionarily constrained 
regions. These results suggest that many novel regu-
latory regions will be recognized in the years to come, 
and also that there exist regions of transcriptional 
regulation that are not conserved and thus novel for 
different clades and species. The use of model organ-
isms facilitates the experimental validation of regula-
tory elements, and there are systematic efforts 
underway for the exploration of conserved elements 
( [106]  and http://enhancer.lbl.gov/).  

   2.1.1.4   Conserved Elements Not Included 
in the Above Categories 

 Since it is assumed that functional DNA elements are 
conserved while nonfunctional DNA diverges  rapidly, 

it is expected that all other conserved elements are of 
interest and should be studied for potential patho-
genic variability. How much of the human genome is 
evolutionarily conserved? The answer to this ques-
tion depends on the species compared and the time of 
their common ancestor. Comparative genome analy-
sis between human and mouse, for example, is par-
ticularly instructive, since the time of the common 
ancestor between these two species is estimated to be 
~75 million years ago, and thus the conserved ele-
ments are likely to be functional. Approximately 5% 
of the human genome is conserved compared to 
mouse  [145]  (and to several other mammalian 
genomes). Of this, ~1–2% are the coding regions of 
protein-coding genes, and ~3% are conserved non-
coding DNA sequences (CNCs; Fig.  2.7 )  [41,   42] . 
The function of the majority of CNCs is unknown. 
Please note that this 5% conserved fraction between 
human and mouse is an underestimate of the func-
tional fraction of the human genome, which is likely 
to be bigger and to contain additional sequences not 
conserved with the mouse.  

 The ENCODE pilot project  [19,   90] , with data from 
1% of the human genome and sequences from the 
orthologous genomic regions from 28 additional spe-
cies, also estimated that the constrained portion of the 
human genome is at least ~4.9%; remarkably, 40% of 
this genomic space is unannotated and thus of unknown 
function (Fig.  2.8 ).    

CNCs
1-3%

Genes
(exons)
1.5-2 %

hetero
chromatin

6.5%Non-
conserved

43.5%

Repeats
45%

  Fig. 2.7    The pie-chart depicts the different fractions of 
the genome.  CNC s, conserved noncoding sequences       
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  Fig. 2.9    Depicts some basic characteristics of the classes of interspersed repeats in the human genome. For more explanations, see 
text. (From  [84] )       

   2.1.2   Repetitive Elements 

 The function of the majority of the human genome is 
unknown. Remarkably, ~45% of the genome is composed 
of repetitive elements, and another ~43% is not conserved 
and does not belong to the functional categories men-
tioned above. The different interspersed repeats of the 
human genome are shown in the Fig.  2.9  (from  [84] ):

   LINEs (long interspersed nuclear elements  [76, • 
  77] ) are autonomous transposable elements, mostly 
truncated nonfunctional insertions (average size of 
900 bp). More than 20% of the human genome is 
polluted by LINEs. Transposable elements are 
mobile DNA sequences which can migrate to dif-
ferent regions of the genome. Autonomous are 
those that are capable of transposing by themselves. 
A small fraction of LINEs (~100) are still capable 
of transposing. The full LINE element is 6.1 kb 
long, has an internal PolII promoter, and encodes 
two open reading frames, an endonuclease, and a 
reverse transcriptase. Upon insertion a target site 
duplication of 7–20 bp is formed. There are a few 
subclasses of LINEs according to their consensus 
sequence. The subfamily LINE1 is the only one 
capable of autonomous retrotransposition (copy 
itself and pasting copies back into the genome in 
multiple places). These LINEs enable transposition 
of SINEs (defi ned below), processed pseudogenes, 
and retrogenes  [76,   77] . LINE retrotransposition 
has been implicated in human disorders  [78] . LINEs 
are more abundant in G-dark bands of human 
chromosomes.  
  SINEs (short interspersed nuclear elements  [18] ) • 
mainly include the Alu repeats, which are the 
most abundant repeats in the human genome, 
occurring on average in every 3 kb. Thus, 13% of 
the genome is polluted by Alu sequences and 
other SINEs. They are inactive elements origi-
nated from copies of tRNA or from signal recog-
nition particle (SRP; 7SL) RNA. The full-length 
element is about 280 nt long and consists of two 
tandem repeats each ~120 nt followed by polyA. 

All 44 ENCODE Regions
(29,998 kb)

Unannotated40%

20%

32%

8%

Non-Constrained

Constrained
4.9%

UTRs

Coding

Other ENCODE
Experimental
Annotations

  Fig. 2.8    The fractions of different genomic annotations among 
the 4.9% of constrained sequences in the human genome. Data 
from the pilot ENCODE project; fi gure taken from  [19] .  UTR , 
untranslated region; other ENCODE experimental annotations 
refers to the fraction of the genome that has been identifi ed using 
a variety of experimental techniques for transcription, histone 
modifi cations, chromatin structure, sequence specifi c factors, 
and DNA replication. More information on these experiments is 
included in Table 1 of  [19]        
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Alu sequences are transcriptionally inactive, and 
are GC-rich. SINEs can retrotranspose in a non-
autologous way, since they use the LINE machin-
ery for transposition. Because of their abundance, 
they could mediate deletion events in the genome 
that result in human disorders  [37] . SINEs are 
more abundant in G-light bands of human chro-
mosomes (see Sect. 3.2.4).  
  Retrovirus like (LTR transposons) are elements • 
fl anked by long terminal repeats. Those that contain 
all the essential genes are theoretically capable of 
transposition, but that has not happened in the last 
several million years. Collectively they account for 
8% of the genome. Most are known as HERV 
(human endogenous retroviral sequences) and are 
transposition defective. Transcription from the 
HERV genes may modulate the transcriptional 
activity of nearby protein-coding genes  [22] .  
  DNA transposon fossils  [127]  have terminal inverted • 
repeats and are no longer active; they include two 
main families, MER1 and MER2, and comprise 3% 
of the genome.     

 More update information about repeats can be 
found in http://www.girinst.org/server/RepBase/. 

   2.1.2.1   Segmental Duplications 

 Approximately 5.2 % of the human genome consists 
of segmental duplications or duplicons, i.e., regions 
of more than 1 kb, with greater than 90% identify, 
that are present more than once in the genome. 
Segmental duplications are either intrachromosomal 
(on the same chromosome, 3.9%), or interchromo-
somal (on different chromosomes, 2.3%; Fig.  2.10 ). 
Most of the “duplicons” are in the pericentromeric 
regions.  

 Figure  2.11  shows the distribution of intrachromo-
somal duplicons in the human genome  [16,   118] . 
These duplications are important in evolution and as 
risk factors for genomic rearrangements that cause 
human disorders because of unequal crossing-over in 
meiosis (pathogenic microdeletions and microdupli-
cations). Some examples of these include cases of 
 a -thalassemia  [65]  on chromosome 16p, Charcot–
Marie–Tooth syndrome  [104]  on chromosome 17p, 
and velo-cardiac-facial syndrome  [96]  on chromo-
some 22q, Williams–Beuren syndrome  [107]  on 

 chromosome 7q, and Smith–Magenis syndrome  [29]  
on chromosome 17p.   

   2.1.2.2   Special Genomic Structures 
Containing Selected Repeats 

   2.1.2.2.1   Human Centromeres 

 Human centromeres consist of hundreds of kilobases 
of repetitive DNA, some chromosome specifi c and 
some nonspecifi c  [114,   122,   124] . Actually, most of 
the remaining sequence gaps in the human genome are 
mapped near and around centromeres. The structure of 
human centromeres is unknown, but the major repeat 
component of human centromeric DNA is an  a -satel-
lite or alphoid sequence  [30]  (a tandem repeat unit of 
171 bp that contains binding sites for CENP-B, a cen-
tromeric-binding protein; see also Chap. 3, Sect. 3.2.3). 
Figure  2.12  shows an example of the structure of two 
human centromeres  [3] .   

   2.1.2.2.2   Human Telomeres 

 Human telomeres  [109]  consist of tandem repeats of 
a sequence (TTAGGG) 

n
  that spans about 3–20 kb, 

beyond which at the centromeric side there are 
about 100–300 kb of subtelomeric-associated 
repeats  [3]  before any unique sequence is present. 

Segmental Duplications in the human genomeSegmental Duplications in the human genome

IntrachromosomalIntrachromosomal InterchromosomalInterchromosomal

  Fig. 2.10    Schematic representation of intra- and inter-chromo-
somal segmental duplications. The repeat element is shown in 
 red , and there is a  connecting line  indicating the highly 
 homologous sequences       
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Figure  2.13  schematically shows the sequence organi-
zation of six human subtelomeric regions.   

   2.1.2.2.3   Short Arms of Human Acrocentric 
Chromosomes 

 The fi nished sequence of the human genome does not 
include the short arms of acrocentric chromosomes 
(13p, 14p, 15p, 21p, and 22p). Cytogenetic data show 

that the p arms contain large heterochromatic regions 
of polymorphic length  [35,   138] . Molecular analysis 
revealed that they are composed mainly of satellite and 
other repeat families, including satellites I (AT-rich 
repeat of a monomer of 25–48 bp  [73] ), II (monomer 
repeat 5 bp  [68] ), III (monomer repeat also 5 bp  [31] ), 
 b -satellite (a tandem repeat unit of 68 bp of the Sau3A 
family  [94,   146] ), and repeats ChAB4  [36] , 724  [83] , 
and D4Z4-like  [89] . These repeats have a complex 
pattern and are often organized in subfamilies shared 

  Fig. 2.11    Schematic representation of the intrachromosomal 
 segmental duplications (from  [16] ). In each chromosome a  blue line  
links a duplication pair. For example, on chromosome 21 there is 

only one duplicon shown; in contrast, on chromosome 22 there is a 
considerable number of duplications.  Richly blue areas  are consid-
ered susceptible to microduplication/microdeletion syndromes       

  Fig. 2.12    Examples of sequence organization of two human 
centromeres (chromosomes 7 and 8, (from  [3] ). Alphoid repeats 
are the major component of this special chromosomal structure; 

in addition, several other repetitive elements border the alphoid 
sequences. The length of these regions is also polymorphic in 
different individuals       
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between different acrocentric chromosomes. The p 
arms encode the ribosomal (RNR) gene  [53,   82]  but 
may also encode other genes  [88,   130] . Currently there 
is an initiative to sequence the short arm of chromo-
some 21 and thus extrapolate on the structure of the 
additional p arms of the other acrocentrics  [88] . 

 The most common chromosomal rearrangements in 
humans are Robertsonian translocations (~1 in 1,000 
births), which involve exchanges between acrocentric 
p arms. Three to fi ve percent of these translocations 
are associated with phenotypic abnormalities  [143] .    

   2.1.3   Mitochondrial Genome 

 In human cells there is also the mitochondrial genome, 
which is 16,568 nucleotides long and encodes for 13 
protein-coding genes, 22 tRNAs, one 23 S rRNA, and 
one 16 S rRNA ( [140–  142] ; http://www.mitomap.org). 
The mitochondria genome-encoded genes are all 
essential for oxidative phosphorylation and energy 
generation in the cell. Each cell has hundreds of mito-
chondria and thousands (10 3 –10 4 ) of mitochondria 
DNA (mtDNA) copies. Human mtDNA has a mutation 
rate ~20 times higher than nuclear DNA. The inheri-

tance of mtDNA is exclusively maternal (the oocyte 
contains 10 5  mtDNA copies). Several human pheno-
types are due to pathogenic mutations in the mitochon-
drial genome  [140]  (Fig.  2.14 ).    

   2.2   Genomic Variability 

 The human genome is polymorphic, i.e., there are many 
DNA sequence variants among different individuals. 
These variants are the molecular basis of the genetic 
individuality of each member of our species. In addi-
tion, this genetic variability is the molecular substrate 
of the evolutionary process. Finally, this variability 
causes disease phenotypes or predispositions to com-
mon complex or multifactorial phenotypes and traits. 

   2.2.1   Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms 

 The majority of the DNA variants are single nucleotide 
substitutions commonly known as SNPs (single nucle-
otide polymorphisms). The fi rst SNPs were identifi ed 
in 1978 in the laboratory of Y.W. Kan 3 ¢  to the  b -globin 

  Fig. 2.13    Examples of the sequence organization of six 
human telomeres (chromosomes 2pter, 4qter, 7qter, 15qter, 
18pter, and 19pter, taken from  [3] ). The  arrows  represent 
the TTAGGG repeat, while the  blue regions  depict the sub-
telomeric repeats that mainly consist of TAR1 (telomere 

associated repeat 1 family  [24] ), D4Z4 (a 3.3-kb tandem 
repeat, each copy of which contains two homeoboxes and 
two repetitive sequences, LSau and hhspm3  [64] ) and  b -satellite 
sequences (a tandem repeat unit of 68 bp of the Sau3A 
family  [94] )       
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gene  [74]  (at the time, these DNA polymorphisms 
were detected by restriction endonuclease digestion of 
DNAs and were called RFLPs, restriction fragment 
length polymorphisms). These polymorphic sites have 
two alternative alleles. In the example shown in 
Fig.  2.15 , the depicted SNP has two alleles in the pop-
ulation: the blue C allele and the red T allele. The fre-
quency of each allele could vary in different 
populations.  

 There is on average one SNP in ~1,000 nucle-
otides between two randomly chosen chromosomes 
in the population. Many of these SNPs are quite 

common. A common SNP is that in which the minor 
allele frequency (MAF) is more than 5%. On aver-
age two haploid genomes differ in ~3,000,000 SNPs. 
In addition, there is a large number of rare (MAF < 1%) 
or near-rare (MAF between 1% and 5%) SNP variants 
that could be identifi ed by the genome sequencing of 
various individuals. The majority of heterozygous 
SNPs in the DNA of a given individual are relatively 
common in the population; on the other hand, most of 
the SNPs discovered in a population are more likely to 
be rare. The NCBI SNP database contains 25 million 
common and rare SNPs (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

  Fig. 2.14    Schematic representation of the circular 
mtDNA, its genes, its clinical relevant mutations, and 
certain polymorphic markers.  Letters within the ring  depict 
the genes encoded.  Letters on the outside  indicate amino 

acids of the tRNA genes.  CR , the control of replication 
region that contains promoters for the heavy and light 
strands.  Arrows outside  show the location of pathogenic 
mutations. (From  [142]        

  Fig. 2.15    Schematic representation of a single nucleotide polymorphism. Allele 1 has a C in the sequence, while allele 2 contains 
a T in the same position       
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SNP/snp_summary.cgi; version 130; July 2009; 
Fig.  2.16 ). Of those, ~301,000 are in the protein-cod-
ing regions of genes, and ~188,000 result in amino 
acid substitutions (nonsynonymous substitutions). An 
international project known as HapMap (http://www.
hapmap.org/)  [6,   34,   50]  has completed the genotyping 
of ~4,000,000 common SNPs in individuals of differ-
ent geo-ethnic origins (4,030,774 SNPs in 140 
Europeans; 3,984,356 in 60 Yoruba Africans; 4,052,423 
in 45 Japanese and 45 Chinese; http://www.hapmap.
org/downloads/index.html.en). Additional samples 
from further populations have been added recently.  

 The information content of SNPs (and polymorphic 
variation in general) is usually measured by the num-
ber of heterozygotes in the population (homozygotes 
are individuals that contain the same variant in both 
alleles; heterozygotes are individuals that contain two 
different variants in their alleles). The number of 
heterozygotes is a function of MAF based on Hardy–

Weinberg principles (see Chap. 10). The pattern of 
DNA polymorphisms in a single chromosome is called 
haplotype (a contraction of “haploid genotype”; allelic 
composition of an individual chromosome). In the 
example shown in Fig.  2.17  the haplotype of polymor-
phic sites for the paternal (blue) chromosome is 
CGAATC while for the maternally inherited red chro-
mosome it is GACGAT.   

  Fig. 2.16    The genomic region of Chr11: 5,194,075–5,214,074 is 
shown. For each of the nine SNPs shown in the bottom, the 
frequency of the two alternative alleles is shown in different popu-
lations. For example, for SNP rs11036364 that maps between the 

HBB and HBD globin genes, the allele frequencies are shown in 
the  callout . The four original populations of the HapMap project 
were EUR, YRI, JPT, and CHB, while the other populations were 
added in a later stage. Modifi ed from http://www.hapmap.org/       
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  Fig. 2.17    Schematic representation of haplotype of polymorphic 
variants in a segment of the genome. The parental origin is shown as 
the  blue  (paternally-inherited) and  red  (maternally-inherited)  lines . 
SNPs are shown as  letters interrupting the lines . The haplotype is 
defi ned as the combination of SNP alleles per haploid genome       
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   2.2.2   Short Sequence Repeats 

 Short sequence repeats (SSRs) are polymorphic varia-
tions due to a different number of short sequence repeat 
units, fi rst described by Wyman and White  [150]  (then 
called VNTRs, variable number of tandem repeats [99] ), 
and further elucidated by Jeffreys  [72] . Most common 
are the dinucleotide repeats (described after the intro-
duction of polymerase chain reaction amplifi cation), 
but SSRs could be tri-, tetra-, or penta- repeats (often 
called microsatellites where the repeat unit  n  = 1–15 
nucleotides). SSRs with longer repeat units ( n  = 15–500 
nucleotides) are often termed minisatellites. These 
sequences comprise ~3% of the genome and there is 
~1 SSR per 5 kb  [84] . The most frequent dinucleotide 
SSR is the (GT) 

n
  with an occurrence in the genome of 

~28 times per megabase, followed by the (AT) 
n
  SSR 

with ~19 times per megabase. The most common 
trinucleotide SSR is the (TAA) 

n
  that occurs approxi-

mately four times per megabase. The major advantage 
of SSRs (or microsatellites) is that there are more than 
two alleles per polymorphic site, and a large fraction of 
the human population is heterozygous for each SSR. 
Therefore, SSRs are extremely useful in linkage 
mapping and subsequent positional cloning for mono-
genic disorders  [12,   17,   33]  and other marking studies 

of the genome including the development of genomic 
linkage maps  [43,   144] . In addition, SSRs are exten-
sively used in forensic studies  [15] . Figure  2.18  
shows an example of an SSR with three alleles in 
the population.   

   2.2.3   Insertion/Deletion Polymorphisms 
(Indels) 

 This variation is due to the presence or absence of cer-
tain sequences. These sequences could be a few nucle-
otides, but they could also be transposons or interspersed 
repeats such as LINE or SINE elements  [18,   112,   149] ; 
alternatively, they could be pseudogenes  [8]  or other 
elements. Note that this category of variants is not com-
pletely separate from the next one; the arbitrary distinc-
tion is just the size of the variation in terms of base pairs. 
There are usually biallelic polymorphisms, which are 
not as common as SNPs but are useful for evolutionary 
studies and for the understanding of the dynamic struc-
ture of the human genome. In the example shown in 
Fig.  2.19 , the blue sequence was inserted in the DNA 
and created a variant with two alleles: the blue allele 1 
with insertion and the black allele 2 without.   

  Fig. 2.18    An example of a dinucleotide SSR with three alleles in the population: the  blue  allele with (CA) 
13

  repeats, the  red  allele 
with (CA) 

16
 , and the  green  allele with (CA) 

7
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   2.2.4   Copy Number Variants 

 Copy number variant (CNV) refers to large-scale 
structural variation of our genome in which there are 
large tandem repeats of 50 kb to 5 Mb long that are 
present in a variable number of copies. This type of 
polymorphic variant includes large-scale duplications 
and deletions  [123]  (see also Chap. 3, Sect. 3.4.4). 
These have been known since studies of the  a -globin 
genes in humans  [54] . In the Fig.  2.20  example, allele 
1 contains three copies and allele 2 fi ve copies of a 
large repeat. The phenotypic consequences of some of 
these variants that may contain entire genes is unknown. 
A CNV map of the human genome in 270 individuals 
has revealed a total of 1,440 such CNV regions which 
cover some 360 Mb (~12% of the genome  [79,   108] ). 
More recent estimates using more accurate methods 
for precise mapping of the size of CNVs suggest that 
~6% of the genome contains CNVs. A list of these 
variants can be found at http://projects.tcag.ca/varia-
tion/. The extent of CNV in the human genome is cer-
tainly underestimated since there are numerous 
additional CNVs of less than 50 kb. The current meth-
odology for the detection of CNVs is using compara-
tive genomic hybridization (CGH) on DNA microarrays 
 [25] . A further improvement of this method will allow 
us to detect small CNVs. The most detailed currently 
available CNV map of the human genome was recently 
established by the Genome Structural Variation 
Consortium. This consortium conducted a CNV proj-
ect to identify common CNVs greater than 500 bp in 
size in 20 female CEU (European ancestry) and 20 
female YRI (African ancestry) samples of the HapMap 
project. By employing CGH arrays that tile across the 

assayable portion of the genome with ~42 million 
probes from the company NimbleGen, this consortium 
could map 8,599 copy number variant events. Parts of 
these data have been provisionally released to the sci-
entifi c community and can be viewed at http://www.
sanger.ac.uk/humgen/cnv/42mio/.   

   2.2.5   Inversions 

 Large DNA segments could have different orientation 
in the genomes of different individuals. These inver-
sion polymorphisms (Fig.  2.21 ) predispose for addi-
tional genomic alterations  [9] . An example of a 
common inversion polymorphism involves a 900-kb 
segment of chromosome 17q21.31, which is present in 
20% of European alleles but it is almost absent or very 
rare in other populations  [129] . These variants are 
diffi cult to identify and most of them have been 
detected by sequencing the ends of specifi c DNA frag-
ments and comparing them with the reference sequence 
 [79,   134] .   

   2.2.6   Mixed Polymorphisms 

 There are combinations of repeat size variants and 
single nucleotide variants. Figure  2.22  depicts such an 
example; the repeat units of an SSR contain a SNP 
and, thus, even alleles with the same repeat number 

Allele 1

Insertion/Deletion Variant

Allele 2

  Fig. 2.19    Schematic representation of a polymorphic locus due 
to insertion deletion of a genomic element, shown as a  blue 
arrow        

Allele 1

Allele 2

Copy Number Variant (CNV)

  Fig. 2.20    Schematic representation of copy number variation 
in the human genome. For explanation, see text. Allele 1 in the 
population contains three copies of a sequence ( red arrowheads ), 
while allele 2 contains fi ve copies       
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could be distinguished based on their exact DNA 
sequence  [71] . These highly polymorphic systems 
could serve as “recognition barcodes” in humans.   

   2.2.7   Genome Variation as a Laboratory 
Tool to Understand the Genome 

 DNA variants, besides their functional importance in 
health and disease, are very useful in human genetics 
research because they serve as genomic markers for a 
variety of studies. Some of the uses of DNA variants 
are to:

    1.    Create linkage (genetic) maps of human chromo-
somes  [1,   148] . This has allowed the initial map-
ping of the human genome and it was a prerequisite 
for the sequence assembly.  

    2.    Map the genomic location of monogenic pheno-
types to human chromosomes by linkage analysis 

 [58,   81] . A large number of such phenotypes have 
been mapped to small genomic intervals because 
of the genotyping of members of affected families. 
Positional cloning of pathogenic mutations was 
subsequently possible.  

    3.    Map the genomic location of polygenic pheno-
types to human chromosomes by genomewide 
linkage and association studies  [4,   20,   119] .  

    4.    Allow fetal diagnosis and carrier testing by link-
age analysis of the cosegregation of a polymorphic 
marker and the phenotype of interest  [10,   21] .  

    5.    Perform paternity and forensic studies  [52] . A 
whole fi eld was developed mainly with the use 
microsatellite SSR variants  [49,   51] .  

    6.    Study genome evolution and origin of pathogenic 
mutations  [115,   116] .  

    7.    Study the recombination rate and properties of the 
human genome  [28,   93] .  

    8.    Study the instability of the genome in tumor tis-
sues  [5] .  

    9.    Identify loss-of-heterozygosity in human tumors 
 [27,   47] .  

    10.    Study uniparental disomy and thus help with 
understanding genomic imprinting  [100,   128] .  

    11.    Study parental and meiotic origin, and decipher 
the mechanisms of nondisjunction  [11,   13,   14] .  

    12.    Study population history and substructure  [110, 
  132] .     

 The chapters that follow include further discussions on 
different aspects (including evolution, phenotypic con-
sequences, and disease susceptibility) related to the 
most precious human genome variability.       
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